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Two assaults
in past 2 days
By Ben Zipkin
Staff Reporter
Two University of New
Hampshire students were allegedlyattacked, one on Sunday night
and one on Monday night, according to police. Details and information are limited at this time.
Last night, a woman was allegedly assaulted by an unknown
assailant while she was on Mill
Road, just off of McDaniel Drive.
The attack took place at approximately 8:20 p.m. The woman reported the incident to the UNH
police just after it happened. UNH
Police then contacted Durham
Police immediately. Together they
are participating in an ongoing investigation.
On Sunday, March 3, a UNH
student was allegedly attacked in
the area between Sawyer Hall and
Kraft Cottage. The woman was
grabbed by the hair by an unknown assailant at approximately
10:20 p.m. while she w~s walking
back to her resident hall, according to police.
The woman reported that the

1-

assailant attempted to rip her
backpack from her shoulder, but
she broke away and ran to her
residence hall. There were no injuries and nothing was stolen, according to UNH Police Chief
Roger Beaudoin. Police have no
description of the assailant at this
time.
The incident was reported to
University Police at approximately
6 p.m., Monday, March 4.
UNH police plan to immediately increase security patrols of
the areas. In addition, Beaudoin
called in additional police and
security last night, assigning his
officers to foot patrols around
campus. Beaudoin said all students should take necessary pre- UNH women's hockey team celebrates after a championship victory on Sunday. (John Comer photo)
cautions when walking around
campus.
Police are asking that anyone
with information regarding either
or both incidents, no matter how
minimal, report it immediately to By Chris York
"When we got that first goal
goals by Ellen Wienberg and Bye.
either the UNH Police Station at Sports Staff Reporter
Defense and goaltending were a it was a big bonus." said UNH
As the final seconds ticked off key part of the game as the Wild- Coach Russ McCurdy.
862-1427, or the Durham Police
Northeastern did have one
the clock Sunday afternoon in cats only allowed Harvard 12 shots
Station at 868-2324.
Snively Arena, fans behind the on net, all of which were stopped power play in the first period but
University of New Hampshire by Laura Stiles. The win over the UNH defense was on top of
bench showered the women's Harvard put UNH in the finals things once again. The 'Cats forced
the Huskies to pass the puck
hockey team with champagne in against Northeastern.
"I think we were a little wor- around and wait for a shot. The
celebration of the 6-1 victory over
Northeastern in the ECAC Cham- ried having an easy game Satur- few shots they did manage to get
pionship Finals. The Wildcats are day," said Wienberg. "We wanted off were turned away by UNH
u:::::::::::!i\
goalie Erin Whitten(21 saves). The
now back-to-back national cham- to come out flying."
The 'Cats did come out flying powerplay seemed synonymous
pions.
iffi~'j ffiij~{h~~k{l;~ij~k{
"We had a lot of fire and in- as did Northeastern. Both teams with the entire game: UNH
tensity," said Karyn Bye. ''The came out ready for a battle. The wouldn't let the Huskies get shots.
"We were pressuring them
more goals we scored, the more skating was fast right from the
start, as both teams tried to gain an all around," said senior Carol
we wanted it."
UNH was ready from the advantage. UNH began the scor- West on. "Everyone was working.
start. They opened the tournament ing at 2:39 of the first period as Everything came together today."
"I thought they (Northeastwith an 8-0 trouncing of Harvard. Kelly Thorne put the puck in the
Before two minutes had expired, net, past Northeastern goalie Sue
please see CHAMPS, page 33
UNH already had a 2-0 lead on Guay.

Women's hQckey #1, again
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Minorities offered scholarships
Open to all students regardless of financial need
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By Theodore W. Decker
News Reporter
In an effort to increase the
number of minorities on campus,
University officials may offer
scholarships to minority students
regardless of their financial need.
These scholarships would be
similar to athletic scholarships,
said Chris.Burns-DiBiasio, director of Affirmative Action. More
obtainable scholarships should be
· offered to minority students who
apply to the University but don't
qualify for existing scholarships,
she said.
According to Burns-DiBiasio, scholarships set up i11 this

manner would not in any way be
discriminatory toward non-minority students because no money
would be taken from other scholarship funds. Instead, money
would be raised to build a pool of
dollars for the specific purpose of
establishing minority scholarships.
"Scholarships of this kind
don't deny them [non-minority
students] any opportunity that
they don't already have," she said.
A possible source of scholarship money for minority scholarships is the relatively new UNH
Foundation, headed by Vice President of Alumni and University

Relations Joseph Phelan. The primary goal of the foundation is to
raise money for different Univer-:
sity needs.
The money available to the
foundation comes from individ uals and corporations who wish to
donate to a specific cause, said
Phelan.Phelan said thatasofnow,
he has not yet received any proposal from UNH President Dale
Nitzschke in regards to minority
scholarships. He said that he has
been in touch with Burns-DiBiasio concerning this issue, and if
the word comes from
please see MONEY, page 10
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In Brief . ....
Iraq accepted a U.S. -led coalition's terms
toestablisha permanentceasefire. Allied
commander Schwarzkopf, who announced Baghdad's acceptance, termed
his meeting with Iraqi Generals "a major
step forward in the course of peace."
The Iraqis, among other things, agreed
to immediately release prisoners, to
provide information about the location
of mines and to take unspecified control
measures aimed at preventing acciden-

tal clashes. In addition, Baghdad Radio
said Iraq accepted a new U.N. resolution
imposing other terms on Iraq. Meanwhile,
The Bush adminstration prepared for talks
with coalition partners on Middle East peace
with hopes of some sort of resolution to the
Palestinian crisis. Iraq's U.N. ambassador
said that 10 allied prisoners of war, including an American woman and five other
Americans, had already been released as a
gesture of goodwill.

The War Bill
• Cost of Desert Shield. Average daily cost, August 2 to January 16: $76.8 million
total cost: $12.9 billion
• Cost of Desert Storm. The air war: $295 million a day
Total cost: $13.3 billion
• The ground war: $520 million a day
Total cost, four days of ground war: $2.1 billion
• Cost of cleanup. Postcombat expenses, three months: $7 billion
Return and redeployment of U.S. troops: $5.2 billion
• Grand total: $40 billion to $50 billion

The Weapons
• Air Power. Bombs dropped on Iraq and Kuwait: 141,921 tons
Bomb dropped on Nagasaki in WWII: 24,200 tons
Bombs dropped on Dresden in WWII: 3,421 tons

• Fuel Consumption.
Daily fuel consumed, one armored division(approximately 16,500 troops, 350 tanks,
over 200 Bradley Fighting Vehicles, and 500 other vehicles): 250,000 gallons
Total fuel consumed during the 100-hour ground war by eight U.S. me~hanized and
armored divisions: 8 million gallons
One day's U.S. oil consumption: 714 million gallons

War Statistics
The Human Cost
• Who served. U.S. troops in Operation Desert Storm: 532,000
U.S. troops who served overseas in WWII: 12 million
• Who died. U.S. troops killed in Operations Desert Shield and Storm: 184
Iraqi troops killed (Saudi Arabian estimate): 80,000 to 100,000
U.S troops killed in WWII: 407,318
Americans killed in motor vehicle deaths from Jan. 16 through Feb. 27: 4,400
Total military deaths in WWII (est.): 24 million
• Injuries. U.S. troops wounded in Operation Desert Storm: 213
U.S. troops wounded in WWII: 670,000
• Captured or missing. U.S. rows/ MIAs in Desert Storm: 52
U.S. POWs/ MIAs in WWII: 140,000
• Civilians killed. Iraqi civilian deaths (Iraqi est.): 1,591
Civilians deaths in WWII:

Britain: 60,S9S
U.S.S.R.(est.): 2.5 million
Germany: 300,000
Japan: 500,000
U.S.: fewer than 10

The Troops
• Families. Married U.S. troops: 53%
Married troops WWII (enlisted personnel): 27%
Single parents on duty in gulf theater: 16,337
Both parents on duty in gulf theater: 1,231
• Payday. General Schwartzkopf's monthly salary: $8, 485.80 plus $942 housing
and dependancy allowance
Sergeant(E-5, one child): $1,644
Combat pilot, 2nd lieutenant: $1,745
Private: $669

• In WWII. General Eisenhower's monthly salary: $666
Combat pilot, 2nd lieutenant: $200
Sergeant (E- 7): $165
Private: $71.33

War Miscellany
• Media event. Reporters covering the war: 1,500
Reporters covering the last Super Bowl: 2,200
• Proportion of executives who have limited travel or otherwise altered their routine
on expectations of a terrorist attack directed at their company: 25 %
• Mail from home. Average mail received by gulf troops: 3.75 pieces per day

CO mp 11 ed by US

NeWS

and Wo f Id Rep Oft .

By Jennifer Stanley
News Reporter
If the proposal for a mandatory student accident and sickness
program is implemented at the
University of New Hampshire
(UNH) next fall, students who
were previously enrolled at UNH
without health insurance will
either have to get health insurance
outside of UNH or pay for UNH
Health Services' new insurance
program.
According to Kathleen Gildea-Dinzeo, associate director of
Health Education at Health Services, the mandatory health insurance with the right to·waiver proposal would require students to
have adequate accident and sickness insurance for admission to
UNH. Students who can prove
that they already have insurance,
by giving the number of their insurance 'plan, will sign a waiver.
Students who can not prove
that they have health insurance
will be required to buy either the
health insurance plan that would
be offered by Health Services or
another insurance program.
Susan Rosa, chairperson of
the Health and Human Services
council within Health Services'
Advisory Committee, estimates
that UNH Health Services' mandatory health insurance will cost
uninsured students about $360 per
semester.
Dave Regan, associate director of Health Services' administration and planning, said the student accident and sickness insurance plan will cover a few services
at Health Services. The plan will
mostly cover students' medical
costs outside Health Services such
as hospitalizatio n costs or specialized medical costs.
Regan said that although very

little is not already covered
by the Health Services
fee, the mandatory
he a 1th insurance
plan will
a 1 1 ow
Health
Services to
refer students
needing specialized medical care
that Health Services
does not offer.
According to Marie
Garland, student senate member
a decision has not been made as t~
whatwillhap penifstudent sprove
financial hardship and can not pay
for health insurance.
"We can't answer what will
happen if people can't pay," said
Gildea-Dinzeo. However, GildeaDinzeo also said that students will
be required to "have adequate
accident and sickness insurance
for admission to the University."
Gildea-Dinzeo said the mandatory health insurance plan will
go into effect next fall if approved
by the Board of Trustees. GildeaDinzeo said the Health Services
Advisory Committee will relay
information about the plan along
with student response to the proposal to Dean of Student Affairs J.
Gregg Sanborn who will then pass
on his recommenda tion to the
Board ofTrustees forits finalded-

Amb itiou s star t to recy clin g
Coordin ator estimat es percent age of waste recycled in one
month equals what Dartmo uth acheive d in three years
and sophomore resource econom- tern," said Betz.
By Catherine Fahy
Recyclables are transported
ics major Mary Scott commented
News Reporter
Picture the year 2020, deso- that the goal of SFR was toed ucate to Hooksett and sorted by RCS.
late, polluted and ecologically the campus prior to the arrival of This convenience is one of the
unsound. Although at present the the program. According to Scott, reasons UNH achieved such a high
idea is as unfathomable to us as each dorm has a recycling coordi- percentage of waste recycled d urcellular phones and men on the nator who is responsible for emp- ing its first month of the program . .
Compared to Dartmouth
moon were to our grandparents , tying the blue and black bins into
whose recycled wasteCollege,
around
dumpsters
recycling
the
the University of New Hampshire
is recognizing a threat to our envi- campus. Keys to the dumpsters after three years of using a similar
ronment. The recycling program, are given to the recycling coordi- program-reac hed roughly 30 perimplemented last month, has re- nators so they can empty these cent, UNH accomplished a rate of
ceived a positive response bins. Cooperation by the students approximatel y 10 to 15 percent of
is appreciated and needed, she waste recycled in one month. Betz
throughout campus.
estimated that the percentage of
According to recycling coor- added.
waste recycled in one month is
surquestions
the
of
One
dinator Emanuel Betz, ''People are
probably half of what Dartmouth
why
is
program
the
rounding
The
recycling."
about
optimistic
idea for the program was started wasn't it begun earlier; as recy- achieved in three years.
There is a popular misconwhen Students For Recycling cling on a national level has been
that recycling earns money
ception
Resource
time.
some
for
issue
an
can
(SFR) began the aluminum
when, in fact at
University,
the
for
a
(RCS)
Services
Conse;vation
adminithe
point,
this
At
drive.
remains
recycling
point,
stration started to take notice of Hooksett, NH based recycling this
costly
the
to
alternative
an
merely
provided
student efforts to recycle and company, just recently
for
Funds
trash.
of
incineration
needed
it
services
the
with
UNH
began to plan for a campus-wide
in
advantage
"The
recycle.
to
program.
recycling
Stoke recycling coordinator waiting provided a superior sysplease see RECYCLE, page 12

There will also be an open meeting in the MUB for interested students.
Rosa said the council was set
up to explain to the organizations
why the proposal is being presented, so that students will understand that the mandatory
health insurance plan "is not just
another fee." Rosa said that in the
United States, 19 percent of people
between 18 and 24 are medically
uninsured and 10 percent of students at UNH are uninsured.
Gildea-Dinz eo said the
council's presentation of the
mandatory health insurance proposal also:
• Gives an overview of the
UNHhealth care system and UNH
health care costs.
• Explains what the UNH
Health Services fee provides and

CONTAINERS
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Senate pushes for MUB Board reorganization
By Mark Dagostino
News Reporter
The Student Senate suggested on Sunday evening that
the Memorial Union Building (MUB) Board of Governors
reorganize its structure by making changes in elections and
row the board represents student interests.
St~dent Senate's recommendation calls for changes in
the way the board chair is appointed, as well as changes in
who serves on the board and how members are elected.
Currently, the board chair is elected through an internal
election, and student representatives are selected by the
chair and vice-chair of the board.
"This is a recommendation by the senate," said Malinda Lawrence, Chairman of the Student Activity Fee
Council (SAFC), ''but only the MUB Board of Governors
can decide whether or not to act on it."
"Hopefully the members of the MUB Board will take
into consideration the fact that these are the representatives
of the entire student population making a statement to
them about the way the MUB Board is run," said Lawrence.
The reorganization proposal calls for three students,
elected in a campuswide election, to serve on the board.
The proposal also calls for the MUB Board chair to be
selected by a committee comprised of the following: student body president, SAFC chair or representative from a
SAFC organization, one representative of a non-Student
Activity Fee organization which has office space in the
MUB, two board members elected by the board, and the
MUB director.
Student Body President Brian McCabe said, "If we
don't do something now, the MUB Board will continue to
operate as the sham it is."
Both Dean for Student Affairs J. Gregg Sanborn and
Associate Dean for Student Affairs Anthony Zizos expressed that the Senate proposal was a positive step.
"I will work with the board on this in the future," said
Sanborn. "I'll need to discuss the selection of the chair and
other issues with the MUB Board."
Sunday, the senate also approved a $58 student activity fee for fiscal year 1991 to 1992, and in so doing, approved
all the Student Activity Fee Organization budgets that
went along with it.
The Senate also:
• Voted to recommend to the Department of Housing
and Conferences that it continue to honor the agreement

previously made between the department and the Greek
system, which will release up to 50 students from their
housing contracts at mid-year in order to move into Greek
houses.
• Approved the dining rates for the 1991 to 1992 fiscal
year.

STUDENT ACTIVITY FEE
FY92 COST PER STUDENT BY ORGANiZATlON
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This graph, presented by SAFO Business Manager Frank Gifford
at last night's Senate meeting, shows exactly how the student activity
fee is distributed among UNH's student organizations.

Beware of Sudafed
Capsules

Two Baltic republics defied the Kremlin as voter turnout
was heavy at the polls in Latvia and Estonia. The voters
cast ballots in the unofficial referendum in spite of Soviet
leader Gorbachev' s warning against the action. The Latvian vote, in particular, was seen as a crucial test of the
three Baltic states' bid to break with Moscow, which they
claim illegally annexed them in 1940. Preliminary results
showed thereferendumheadingforapproval. Lithuania
registered a 90 percent vote in favor of independence in
a similar poll that was conducted last month.

Burroughs Wellcome Co., the maker of Sudafed,ordered a
nation wide recall of its Sudafed 12-hour Capsules brand
after it was linked to two deaths and one serious illness
from cyanide tampering in Washington state. The Food
and Drug Administration showed linkage of the cyanide
closes to the decongestant to Wellcome Co. over the weekend. Welkome reported no signs of cyanide tampering in
any area other than Washington state, but the company
recalled all 12-hour capsules as a precaution.

A United Airlines Boeing 737-200 jetliner crashed into a
dry lake area as it approached the Colorado Springs airport and apparently killed all aboard. National Transportation Safety Board investigators hurried to the scene
but they said there weren't any early indications on why
the jet might have crashed. One possibility that is being
reviewed is whether there were unstable or gusty winds
that could have forced the plane into the nosedive that
onlookers witnessed.

i
I

Baltic Republics Vote
for Independence

· Airline Jet Crashes in
Colorado

• Approved a student services fee of $26, the same as
the current fee, for fiscal year 1991 to 1992.
• Approved the involvement of students in the process of setting priorities for the student services of the
Division of Student Affairs supported by the student services fee.

Banks Look for Ways to
Appear Stable
U.S. banking and savings regulators recommended a relaxation of the standards used by banks to value loans. The
changes would enable banks to report greater profits on
troubled commercial and real estate loans. The request for
leniency in evaluating loans comes during a troubling time
that has led wary investors to pull capital out of bank
securities, sending the industry into a tailspin.

Noriega Witness Dies
in Car Crash
A key witness in the Noriega trial, Ramon Navarro, a
paid informer for the government, died in a car wreck in
Miami. Navarro, a for-mer drug smuggler, died in a
single car wreck in Miami a few days before he was to
testify in the trial against two of General Noriega's codefendants. The death will . receive extremely close
investigation, according to the Justice Department.

Britain Offers
Citizenship to Hong
Kong Residents
A British offerof citizenship to a limited numberof Hong
Kong residents has attracted only a fraction of then umber
of applicants expected. The offer came in response to
years of requests from Hong Kong residents for security
assurances from the United Kingdom after the nation
turnsoverHongKongtoChinain 1997. In 1997, Britain's
99-year lease on the colony expires raising many questions regarding the future of Hong Kong under Chinese
control. The British offer has been considered too little,
too late.
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Brown Bag Series - "Chronic Fatigue Syndrome." Carroll Room, MUB, 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
Workshop - Anatomy and Movement. Newman Dance Studio, New Hampshire Hall, 12:30 to 2 p.m.
Lecture - "Sisterhood is Global," women from UNH international community will describe issues
women face in their countries. Main Lounge, Babcock, 6:30 p.m.
Spanish Film - "Portrait of Teresa." Richards Auditorium, Murkland, 7 p.m., $1.
Discussion - "Women's Health." Room 225, Hamilton Smith, 7:30 p.m.
Concert - UNH Jazz Band & UNH Jazz Combos. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m.
Men's Basketball - NAC Tournament, 7:30 p.m.

Allied soldiers celebrate a victory in the Gulf

(AP photo)

War finale sparks
concern from Profs
By Winifred Walsh

Staff Reporter

country to ignore the dead on the
other side. They are still human
lives. The people on the other side
have mothers and fathers too,"
said Ulrich.
One problem which should
be foremost on future diplomatic
agendas is ensuring that military
aggression similar to that of

Some University of New
Hampshire professors hope the
end of the war will bring about
positive changes in the Middle East
as well as at home. Others said
they fear that people will take the
war lightly because American casualties are so low.
Assistant profes"The war has compounded the probsor Bill de Vries, of the
lems we had before the war, espeTechnology, •Society
and Values Program,
cially with the Palestine Liberation
said he hopes the
Organization (PLO)."
United States will
-Robert Craig
learn from the cooperation and determination it used to win the war, and Hussein's invasion of Kuwait
apply its newfound potential to- never happen again, said Robert
ward solving domestic issues.
Craig, chairperson of the Political
"This is highly frightening," Science Department. He also said
said de Vries, ''because we're now the United States needs to make
more than ever faced with the need sure that people do not learn the
to put our own house in order in wrong things from the war.
terms of poverty and education."
"If people learn that they
Assistant English professor cannot invade a neighboring counMichael Ferber said he is horrified try with military force, then that's
by the number of Iraqis who have good," said Craig. "But if the US
died. He also expressed concern thinks that it can use military force
about many others who are also anywhere in the world, we're
continuing to die as a result of the going to have some problems."
war. Ferber said he is afraid people
Craig also said he thought the
will learn the wrong lesson from United States has a lot of work to
the war because of the quick end to do. '1t's _going to be very, very
the war and the light US casualties. difficult," he said.
Some professors also ex"The war has compounded
pressed concern about Iraqi suf- the problems we had before the
fering. Associate English profes- war, especially with the Palestine
sor David Watters said the legacy Liberation Organization (PLO)."
of suffering from the war is just
According to Craig, the Palbeginning. The failure of diplo- estinian problem also needs a somacy that led to the war will not lution. "We need a solution which
help solve the problems of the is fair to Israel, which also proMiddle East, said Waters.
vides some sort of solution to the
Chemical engineering profes- refugee problem in the area," said
sor Gael Ulrich said, "I'm troubled Craig.
by the tendency of people in our
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THURSDAY, MARCH 7
Lecture - ''Darwin's Abominable Mystery Revisited: New Insights into the Origin of Flower Plants," Dr.
Elizabeth Zimmer, Smithsonian Institute. Howes Auditorium, Demerritt, 4 p.m.
Psychology Colloquium -_"Hearing the Insane," Roy Porter, Welcome Institute for the History of
Medicine, London. Room 101, Conant, 4:30 p.m.
MUSO Film - "Flatliners." Strafford Room, MUB, 5, 7:30 and 10 p.m.
Literature Discussion - "Afro-American Women Writers," Sandhya Shetty, English Dept. Room 108,
MUB, 7:30 p.m.
Concert - UNH Symphonic Band and UNH Symphony Orchestra. Johnson Theater, 8 p.m., free.
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To submit information stop in the MUB Administration Office, Room 322 for forms and details.
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NTHESPOT
o you think the new wave of patriotism that
has swept the nation glorifies war or peace?

Graham Duncan
Sophomore
Theater

Erin O'Connell
Freshman
Undeclared

"I think the yellow ribbons and
American flags are people in support of the troops not necessarily
in support of the war."

"Most definitely the war. More
people were concerned with winning the war than protesting
against it."
"Unfortunatelyit glorifies war'. The
yellow ribbons are supporting the
troops but the people in power are
acting upon policies dictated in
the past. They are building it as a
major victory for the U.S."
Tom l{eis
Senior
WSBE

Shaft Lewis
Freshman
Computer Science

Jennie Hagmann
Sophomore
Undeclared
"It glorifies peace. America did
not want to see a full scale war
with a lot of people getting hurt."

"It definitely glorifies war. More
people want to express anger. It is
a form of patriotism in the form of
anger."

"I think the patriotism glorifies the
war. It is discouraging to see a
patriotic country just because of a
conflict in the Persian Gulf."

Melissa Cunningham
Sophomore
English Teaching

Jeff Conway
Junior
Economics

"Whether right or wrong, I
think it rejuvenated the
pride in America."

Kristen Daniels
Junior
Business

"It glorifies the support of people
not the support of peace or war."
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ACADEMIC
SUMMER WORK STUDY: Summer College Work-Study applications will be available on April 1, 1991
in the Financial Assistance Center, Stoke Hall.
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A homey welcome awaits at the Alumni Center (Ed Sawyer, photo)

Alumni Center
Haven for Grads
By Ken Rivard
News Reporter

Walking down the halls, students can see parts of the history of
The Elliott Alumni Center sits UNH in the many pictures hangon one of the back corners of the ing on the walls. On one wall hangs
University of New Hampshire frames containing the photos of
campus next to the Undergradu- the University's many class presidents, dating back to the beginate Apartment Complex. Mostly
surrounded. by trees and set back ning of the century. Next to those
are pictures of UNH's 50+ Club,
from the main road, the setting is
those alumni who have been out
relaxing, peaceful. One might
think that they could sit on one of of UNH for 50 years or more.
The center keeps records of
the center's two decks and fall
the alumni: who is living, who is
asleep peacefully.
dead, where they live and other
Beyond this, many UNH
general information. According to
students know next to nothing
these files, the oldest living alumabout the center. In fact, there are
nus of UNH is Raymond B. Scammany who do not even know that
mon of the class of 1910, born in
much about the center, a problem
1891. These records, though, are
many staff members would like
not always completely accurate,
to see corrected.
.
said
the woman in charge of these
Students do not use the cenrecords, who asked to remain
ter, said receptionist Jean Potter.
anonymous. This is due to the fact
"I think l?asically the MUB serves
that the center does not always
their purpose. But when they
receive notices of deaths right
graduate, they come over here. It
away,
if at all.
would be nice if some of them
The center is not only a mucame over here to see where their
seum for the history of UNH.
future 'home' is."
Because it sits away from the
A person will find that same
campus' major traffic, it makes an
atmosphere of peace inside the
ideal place for many gatherings
building. Upon entering, they will
which occur inside, said Robert E.
see the True Room, named after
Hare, executive director of Alumni
Laurence M. True of the class of
Affairs. Such gatherings include
1923, with its large fireplace and
faculty presentations, individual
cushioned couches.
To the left of the True Room, department meetings, game receptions, and the admissions office's
they find the room holding the
meetings for prospective students.
carillon, the keyboard instrument
In fact, Hare has twelve pages listreminiscent of an organ that creing the number of meetings and
ates the music that comes out of
events that the center will be used
Thompson Hall. This instrument,
for this semester.
which creates 246 different bell
Although many different
sounds, was a gift of the class of
groups meet in the alumni center
1943 to the University attheir 40th
and it occasionally works on proreunion. Most of the time the
grams together with the New
sounds students hear from the T-:England Center, it is not a seminar
Hall tower are actually pre-rebuilding, said Potter.
corded, but all of the tunes are
"From my viewpoint, one of
played and recorded by Frank
Heald of the class of 1939.
please see ALUMNI, page 14
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HEALTH
Unless otherwise stated, the following are sponsored by Health Education and held in Health Services.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETING: Fridays, Conference Room #201A, 1-2 p.m.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETING: Sessions open only to those who have a desire to stop
drinking. Monday-Friday, Conference Room #201A, noon-1 p.m.
MEETINGS
SAILING TEAM MEETING: Tactics, schedule, and fund raising. Wednesday, March 6, Room 41,
Hamilton Smith, 8 p.m.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP MEETING: All are welcome! Thursdays, Coos Room (near
MUB PUB), 6:30-8 p.m.
SIMULATION GAMES CLUB MEETING: Recreational role playing and strategy gaming for all who are
interested (DM's needed). Every Friday, Grafton Room, MUB, 6 p.m.
- GREEK DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE MEETING: Open to public for observation. Next meeting will
focus on issue offirst semester freshmen pledging. The committee invites input from community. Request
to make a presentation must be received by Friday, March 8. Monday, March 11, Rm. 439, Horton, 6 p.m.
Information: 862-1001.

To submit infonnation stop in the MUB Administration Office, Room 322 for forms and deadlines.
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CONDUCT, from page 1 - - student organization is to
encourageorrequireunlawful acts
or violation of University rules by
its members; Section IV A-3 states
that a student organization is to
take every reasonable precaution
to insure that its activities and
participants in its activities conform to the law and University
standards of conduct.
The UNH Dean of Students, J. Gregg Sanborn, reported
the charges against Freshman
Camp. In addition, Haveles had
never read the rules outlined in
the student handbook. She was a
UNH senior and had to take part
in the process that would pretty
much decide the fate of Freshman

Camp.
In 1987, the UNH
Conduct System revised its procedures after questions were raised
by a much publicized rape case.
Sommerfeld and Haveles are two
examples of cases that went
through the UNH Conduct System, which was drafted in 1987.
This system is now under review.
Thechangesoccurreq
after former UNH President Gordon Haaland's Task Force on
Rules, Regulations, and Judicial
Procedures conducted a review of
the then current system to explore
the weaknesses that led to "the
deep mistrust voiced by different
members of the UNH community."
The task force concluded that while due process is a
constitutional right in a University setting it is "intended to protect the accused students from
arbitrary actions by administrators" and not to "obscure the
behavioral problems that gave rise
to the hearing in the first place."
In place of that system,
they proposed one that "provides
appropriate due process while
makingiteasierforhearingboards
to confront problems of misconduct and hold students responsible for their actions."
Although students
brought before the board, conduct
board members, and administrators of the system agree that the
disciplinary process is one whose
heart is in the right place, many
hope that the review of the system
that is currently taking place will
have an effect on the channels
through which it works.
Frank Gifford, UNH
Senior and member of the Conduct System's Oversight Committee , said that philosophically the
system is excellent.

"Who can think of a better system than one that reaches
out to all aspects of the community?" Gifford asked. "Everybody
has a different perspective, and
the conduct system tries to formulate the standards of the community."
Gifford also said, however, that he feels that the current
conduct system is not exactly the
one that he helped draft as a freshman.
"It was geared toward a
certain personality. I think we
became too dependent on Cindy
Garthwaite (former Conduct
Board Director)," Gifford said.
"And it was hard when Barb
Brueggemann took over the conduct office. It was sort of like 1s
Barb going to adjust to the system
or is it going to adjust to her?"'
According to Gifford,
the problem with the current system rests on the side of those who
bring the charges against students.
He pointed out that Brueggemann,
having been an area director at
UNH and having worked closely
with hall directors who usually
bring charges against students in
hearings, is not considered unbiased in her job as the objective
overseer of hearings.
"She has to be seen as
an unbiased third party and that is
just not happening. She has the
stigma of being an area director
who is really the boss of hall directors," Gifford said. "It's continually a political confrontation between Residential Programs and
students. It's as if they' re presenting a case in front of their boss,
and of course, that will be different."
Gifford also said that
the balance of hearings is unfair
because the accused students are
allowed to have only student
advisors help them understand the
process of a hearing, and the
administrators who report them
have other administrators as their
advisors.
"There are inequities
because the student has an advisor who is not the same caliber as
a hall director," Gifford said.
"Someone who doesn't have a
degree is up against someone who
has a master's and a multitude of
experience with these procedures."
Kathryn Shinn, a UNH
senior and a member of the Student Organizations Conduct

Save for Retirement with Ease
With a NH Federal Credit Union Variable-Rate IRA.
~

You only need $1 to start. A Variable-Rate IRA is like a hiih-yield savings account.
You deposit to a Variable-Rate IRA through payroll deductions~

~

Save on your taxes now. IRA dividends are tax-free until you begin withdrawing
funds at retirement. In addition, your IRA contributions may be tax-deductible - we'll
help you find out.

~

Deposits are safe. At NH Federal Credit Union, your IRA is insured up to $100,000
by the strongest federally-backed deposit insurance, the National Credit Union Share
Insurance Fund.

Build Your Nest Egg Gradually -The Easy Way,
Open a Variable-Rate IRA.

~ <flVew Hampshire Federal
CREDIT UNION

Durham Office, 67 Mill Road Plaza, Durham, NH 1-800-462-3602, or (603) 868-2085
Deposits insured up to $100,000 by the NCUA, an agency of the federal government.

MICHIH J.

fOX

AS HOLLYWOOD'S
MOST SPOILED
MOVIE STAR.

THERE'S ONLY ONE WAY
THESE TWO ARE GOING
TO GET ALONG ...

---

JAMIS

WOODS
AS NEW YORK'S
ANGRIEST
COP.

please see next page

BECOME A BARTENDER
DURING SPRING BREAK

LEARN~C2
BARTEND ING

PREPARE FOR A GOOD PAYING PART-TIME
OR SUMMER JOB

Special One-Week Day Course--Mar. 18-22
Limited enrollment, call or write for Free brochure
(specify spring break one week course). Master Bartender
School, 84 Main St, Newmarket, NH 03857

Tel. 659-3718

OPENS FRIDAY MARCH 8TH AT ATHEATRE NEAR YOU

.
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CONDUCT, from previous p a g e - - - - - - -

The Seacoast's Only Bagel Bakery

..

~ LOOK WHAT'S NEW AT THE BAGELRY
• Delicious, fresh cookies
• Fresh Ground Coffee
·• Special everything bagel
~

WATCH FOR OTHER NEW ITEMS
as always delicious food
at reasonable prices
Weekdays 6:30 A.M.-7 P.M.
Sat & Sun 7 A.M.-6 P.M.

Board, said that she hopes to see
even more student participation
in the conduct system in the future.
'1f the University
wants us to act like adults, they
should treat us like adults," said
Shinn. "We should be allowed to
solve our own problems."
Haveles said she liked
having students present to hear
her case.
"I felt much more
comfortable having students
there," she said. "Students should
thank God that they are there."
Haveles was not,
however, satisfied with the timing and the preliminary procedures of the trial.
"We weren't impressed that the trial had to last so
long. They told us they were charging us, but we didn't get the
charges right away," Haveles said.
"I didn't like the way they tracked
us down in our classes to make
sure that we signed the charges
right on time."
According to Haveles,
she and Corey Nelson, who was

also part of the Freshman Camp
Executive Board, requested that
they be able to hear their charges
from Dean Sanborn before they
presented their case.
Gifford, who advised
Haveles and Nelson in the hearing, said that the order of the hearing was· reversed because they
could not determine what their
charges were from the list they
were given. In a typical hearing,
the reported party is required to
present his or her case before the
reporter.
"Normally, I don't see
a problem with that because it
doesn't really make or break a
case," said Gifford.
John Lyons Jr.,
Steadman' s attorney said, however, that this procedure was
improper.
"We were not informed of the witnesses and evidence against us, and we had to go
first without an opportunity to
rebut," said Lyons. '1t was like
having to blindly prove that we
are innocent."

RELAX AT THE PRIVATE 1-IOT TUB ROOM RENTALS
AND TANNING FACILITIES
• Showers, Dressing Area and Stereo in each Tub Room • Suite with Video Player and Lounge Area •
• Towels and Hair Dryers Furnished• Juices & Disposable Bathing Suits Available.

Haveles also recommended that instead of issuing a
student handbook, the University
should try an orientation program
to help students understand the
process of the conduct system.
"When you go into a
hearing, you don't know what
you're doing," she said. ''The
handbook didn't seem clear
enough. I don't think they have to
kill a lot of trees to make something that no one's going to read."
Sommerfeld, who did
not actually have a hearing but
settled his case in a preliminary
meeting with his hall director, said
he was glad not to have gone
through a hearing.
"My hall director was
really laid back about the whole
thing," he said, "and ifl had ended
up going any further, I don'tthink
it would be as friendly."
According to Gifford,
90 percent of all incidents reported
are settled in preliminary meetings. He said the preliminary
meetings are the common solution to most problems but are not
sufficient to handle them sometimes.
''There have been many
cases settled in preliminary meetings that should have had a hearing," Gifford said.
He cites this as one of
the major problems with the system because when sanctions, such
as eviction for possession of alcohol, are applied in preliminary
meetings the board is denied the
chance to make decisions concerning special cases.
''There are a variety of
reasons for wanting to give the
board the opportunity to make
the right decision," Gifford said.
"It is the board's right to say 'this
is a different circumstance' and be
able to identify a problem such as
alcoholism.
"I think the system has
done a good job, but it just needs
to be refined," said Shinn. 'With
the total changes going on on
campus, it's hard to expect everything to work perfectly."

Personals?
Room 1108
x1323
2 sheets
Now you can have two of the most recognized and
accepted credit cards In the \\Orld-.Vlsa:8 and MasterCard8
. credit cards.....ln your name." EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN
CREDIT or HAVE BEEN n.JRNED DOWN BEFORE!
VISA® and MasterCardS the credit cards you
deserve and need for-· ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT

STORE5-TtnTION-ENTERTAINMENrEMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-HOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALSREPAIRS-AND TO BUIID YOUR CREDIT RATING!

-,£1.0'
GU~"~ t.1'0
GQ\.0~1,l'ct.1'0
'4\S·~,11:~1 10

'•l't
GU•"J c,11£1 eJ ·
-

1'

.

No turn downs!
No credit checks!
No security deposit!

·
Approval absolutely guaranteed so

MAIL THIS N

RISK COUPON TODAY

~-'~1'~~~;!);_';;.J:!-!1~··2··=·~,~::;,~:·:J.s
YES!

STUDENT SERVICES,BOX 224026,HOLLYWOOD,FL 33022-~
I
IwantVISAe/MASTER~Credit : .
Cards. Enclosed find $15 which ts 100% refundable tfnot
approved immediately.
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ADDRESS
CnY

STATE -ZIP _ __

PHONE - - - - - S . S . # - - - - - - SIGNATIJRE - - - - - - - - - - - Nara, MasterCard Is a registered tmdemarit ol MasterCard International Inc.
Visa Is a ~steml tradcmuk of Vis.\ USA.. Inc. and VISA lntrmallonal

Servtces Association.
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MONEY, from
pagel
Nitzschke to make minority scholarships a priority, Phelan will
begin looking for donations.
At the moment, the University has only three scholarships
for minority students. They are
the Sojourner of Truth scholarship, the Ambassador Young
award and the Alberta Curry
Virgil Scholarship.
According to Susan Allen, director of financial aid, a
group of UNH administrators is
looking into improving available
minority scholarships. Among the
members are Allen, Assistant
Dean for Student Affairs William
Kidder, Dean of Admissions
Stanwood Fish, and Associate
Deans for Student Affairs Carmen
Buford and Anthony Zizos.
Allen said the group was
created relatively recently and is
working on a draft plan to discover what the University needs
to do for scholarship enhancement.
DiBiasio said part of Affirmative Action is'to offer a series
of financial incentives to underrepresented students and to examine what the University can do
to increase diversity.
Burns-DiBiasio said
money for race-exclusive scholarships cannot be obtained from the
University's operational money
because it is against the law.
Money must come from endowmentsorcapitalgifts. Operational
money is the money used to run
the University.

30 DEERFIELD DRIVE, DOVER, NH 03820 / (603) 749-4383

~~;~~===~r~~;;~;;;~~r~!~f!{r~;~~;;: ~:
PERSONALIZED - PROFESSIONAL - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICE
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Tip of the Week

!!

~ mPredict or make up as many sample
'

Apply Now To Compete In The

'¥ questions as you can, then take your
"sample" test. This will tell you what areas
you still need to concentrate on for exams.

MISS NEW HAMPSHIRE USATII PAGEANT
Official Prell ml nary - Miss USA,. Pageant
NO TALENT REQUIRED. Must be age 18-26 by Feb.
1, 1992 never been married and at least 6 month N.H.
Resident

PRIORITY LIST NOW
BEING ESTABLISHED for
SCHOOL YEAR 91-92

S200.000 TO U.S. WINNER ON TV!!
For FREE entry information send name, address, date
of birth and phone number with a recent snapshot and
brief biography to:

NEW HAMPSHIRE USA HEADQUARTERS
222 Newbury St., 2nd Fl., Boston, MA 02116, ATTN. Dept. NP
Phone (617) 266-3280

RED TOWER APTS, RUTH PARKER HOUSE,
ALL RENTALS IN DURHAM

Call Kyreages Inc. Rentals 1-207-363-4639
CALL UP TO 11:00 PM DAILY FOR DETAILS
AND INFORMATION

FINAL DEADLINE FOR INQUIRIES IS MARCH 7, 1991

Pregnant?
Need Help?
Seacoast Crisis
Pregnancy Center
FREE & CONFIDENTIAL
• pregnancy testing
• counseling and information

• practical support

HOTLINE

7494441

We Care!
90 Washington Street
Suite 306B, Dover, NH

SPRING BREAK
from Boston
Cancun startingat$489
Jamaica starting at$509
Price includes:
• Round trip airfare &
transfers
• 7 nights accommodation &
hotel taxes

f¥~

Get the A1&T Calling Card and your first call is free.
There's no better time to speak your mind. Because
now when you get your free AT&T Q:dling Ciard, you'll
get your first 15-minute call free
,.·.
With your AT&T Q:dling Ciard,
aAM ~~--,.- you can call from almost anywhere
b
b ·su)_I{/:)):_ to anywhere. And you can keep ·
83 000 7
_:•.;Ev~_.l!,x: <i4 :_ your card, even if you move and
:"°:- get a new phone number.
.· 8\>1 _p l ~)1;" oti.lJ_.6_1e_11;. i .- .

}&

Our Calling Card is part of.the AT&T Student Saver
Plus program, a whole package of products and services
designed to make a student's budget go farther.
So look for AT&T Q:dling Ciard applications on
campus. Or call us at 1 800 525-7955, Ext. 655.
And let freedom ring.

XIBct. Helping make college life a little easier.

Al&T

CALL FOR MORE
INFORMATION

729 Boylston St
Boston

266-1926

1384 Mass.Ave
Cambridge

497-1497

•A $3.00 value for a coast-to-coast Calling Card call. Applies to customer-dialed calls made during
the Al&T Night/ Weekend calling period, 11pm to 8am, Sunday through Thursday and 11pm
Friday through 5pm Sunday. You may receive more or less calling time depending on where and

when you call. Applications must be received by December 31, 1991

The right choice.
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"JP's EATERY ONE YEAR
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION"
'Tfie management ani staff of JP's 'Eatery wish to
tfianl(a{{ of our friends ani patrons.

Come in & register to win a $25 Gift
Certificate to JP s Eatery.
Drawing on Wednesday, March 6.
1

r-----------------T
-----------------•
Tuesday Anniversary Special
Wednesday Anniversary Special

1

:
I

:
1

:

~,
•

"Free" Drink with Every
Delivery Order.
5 p.m.-close.

I No coupon necessary. Not to be
I combined with any other specials.

I

:
I

:

~,
~

:

99¢ Junior Roast Beef
Sandwich
5 p.m.-close.

I

No coupon necessary. Not to be

1

1 combined with any other specials.

------------------------------------VOTE

-Student vote on the USNH Board of Trustees
USNH Budget Decisions Tuition Decisions
Enrollment
Faculty Unionization
Dealings with NH State Legislature
Polls located at:
MUB, Library, Kingsbury, McConnell, Stoke, Philbrook, Stillings, & Huddleston

Tuesday, March 5, 1991
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ACTION, from page 3
pates that the number of minority students who come here on
in-state tuition will be "a small
number-SO students at best."
In order to help minority students academically, the
plan calls for more support
groups (such as the TASK Center) for students who are doing
poorly in academics.
Wally Keniston, cosponsor for the affirmative action plan, said this is a big financial undertaking, with a price tag
of about $1.2 million. ·
Students are not the
onlygrouponcampusl ookingto
add more minorities to their
population. Staff and faculty are
also trying to increase their
number of minorities.
Burns-DiBiasio said the
affirmative action plan wants to
guarantee that when a position
becomes available, all women
and minorities who are qualified
for the position are identified.
She called this "targeted recruitment," and said it must be done
carefully to assure candidates for
the position are qualified.
The plan calls for some
specifics during hiring. Kathleen
Gallagher, chair of Professional,
Administrative and Technical
(PA1) Council, said when accepting applications for a position,
the applications received from
minorities would go into a file
for future reference so they can
"maintain an on-going pool" of
minorities looking to fill a position.
Gallagher encourages
the University to strengthen ties
with the minority community,
and as positions become available, the community will be informed.
Gallagher said this is an
internal procedure, and it would

not require any funding.
All positions are reviewed by the classification committee, and the committee will say
what the job entails and will set
the salary range. Gallagher said
a "category described in a certain
way can exclude women and
minorities. "
Meanwhile, someone
must fill in the position. The fill-in
may have the practical experience,
but he or she may not have the
degrees. He or she would not get
the job. Gallagher said this could
harm womei;t. and minorities, and
he would like to see classification
of jobs eliminated.
Many people want the
University to look more like the
real world. Donald Green, chairperson of Academic Senate, said it
is important to have a university
"that reflects and changes as the
population changes."
Green warns.enthusiasm
is easy at the beginning of a project, but it is "important to realize
our dreams." No one has "figured
out where the money will come
from," he said. ,
Green said he anticipates
alumni will be supportive with
their donations. He said alumni
are "aware of the need for a much
more diverse institution," after
being out in the real world.
Some students echo
Green.
Smith calls the University his "home away from home,"
yet he feels "secluded from the
rest of the world."
Giyose reminds everyone that "this is America," and he
said he thinks the University
should look like America.
Hopps thinks that "the
campus has made progress, but it
has to make a lot more."

RECYCLE, from page 3 the production and distribution
of the recyclables to Hooksett
are provided for by the University of New Hampshire Refuse
Fund.
As RCS is analyzing
UNH's recycling efforts for the
first five months, it is crucial for
everyone to become involved in
the program because RCS will
be paying the University by the
ton. According to Betz, in order
to breakeven the University will
need to recycle 50 percent of its
waste.Junior Shawn Landry, one
of the founders of Students For
Recycling, said, "It (recycling)
must be convenient in order to
be effective. Convenience is
always an issue."
Landry said his feeling
that the administration acted
respectably is reflected by students.
Sophomore communication major Janina Wojtkun
said, "the idea that there are
recycling bins on every floor in
every hall makes recycling convenient, rather than just throwing trash away or hauling it out
to a dumpster. The added bonus
is the feeling of satisfaction in
"When it boils
recycling."
down to it, money rules over
environmental concern," Landry
said.
Businesses in the town
of Durham began recycling about

a year ago, Kenny Young, owner
of Young's Restaurant on Main
Street, said his business was one
of the first to utilize the blue bins,
but he added, "the older one gets,
the more difficult it is to adapt to
something new, though hopefully
by next year recycling will become
a habit."
Young said his recycling
efforts are not committed to
money.
Hannaford Bros., located
in South Portland, ME, picks up
the recyclable plastics of Martin's
Grocery Store, a division of Hannaford Bros.
Ted Brown,anexecutive
of Hannaford Bros., said their
primary recyclables are plastic and
paper bags. The recycling of
Martin's cans and bottles is
handled locally.
The Greek System has
contributed a conscious effort
towards recycling. Sophomore
history major and Alpha Xi Delta
sorority sister Jennifer Foye said
Alpha Xi Delta's "multiple recycling bins are always overflowing." She added that their house
purchased about 50 new cups in
order to eliminate the use of Styrofoam cups.
According to Stillings
Dining Hall Manager Julia Yates,
Stillings is recycling only office
please see page 32

Studen t Award
Nominati ons
This is your opportunity to recognize outstanding students at the
University of New Hampshire. Addtitional forms are available in the
Multicultural Office, Huddleston Hall, and the Student Senat.e Office,
Memorial Union Building. Deadline: March 15.

Class of 1899 Prize: "To that senior with the highest ideals of
good citizenship." (includes $100.00)

Dean Williamson Award; "to that senior who has been

outstanding and well-rounded in extracurricular activities,
scholarship, athletics and loyalty to the University." (Honors
award. Minimum 3.2 average)

Srephen D. Decesare Scholarship; "to that junior or senior
presenting a demonstrated involvement in ~ervice to others,
leadership, scholarship, and athletics." (two awards of
$500.00)
Erskine Mason Award; "to that senior who is distinguished for
most consistant progress and achievement." (Honors award.
Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00)
"to the sophomore woman
showing the greatest promise of outstanding American
citizenship, leadership, and scholarship." The student
should be earning all or part of her way through school.
(Honors award. Minimum 3.2 average. Includes $100.00)

Helen Duncan Jones Award;

"to that sophomore or junior
demonstrating high academic achievement, involvement in
and contribution to the University community, activity in
community service, and the over-all ideal of a well-rounded
student." (Scholarship is $1000.00 per student)

Parents Association Scholarship;

"to that undergraduate student
service as demonstrated
public
in
interest
expressed
an
having
and
scholarship,
though a course of study, quality of
extracurricular activities both on and off campus." Student
must have financial aid application on file for current year.
(Scholarship is $1000.00)

Goy. Wesley-Powell Scholarship;

Student Senate Awards
"to honor the graduating senior
who has displayed outstanding student service to the
University."

Jere A Chase Seryice Award;

The Hood Achievement Prize;

'

"to honor the

senior man who

has shown the greatest potential through character,
scholarship, leadership, and usefulness."

"to honor the senior women
who have shown the greatest potential through scholarship,
self-help, leadership, and loyalty."

The University Women's Award;

,. ----- -- -- - - -------,
Nominee's Name:

I
Address:
I
ISSN: _ _ _ __ Cum. GPA (if known): _ __
I Submitted by:

I Address/Tel ephone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I
I
I Qualifications of Nominee: Please provide detailed
information on a separate sheet. Note: If student is
1 being nominated for more than one award, a separate
I form must be filled out for each award. Return to:
1 Carolyn Tacy, Awards Committee, 208 Huddleston.

I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

L--- ----- ----- ----- J

f

-
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-------
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You can get from

A to Z

without passing out
or a few things to do without drinking

EVERY MONDAY
$2.00
stnall cheese pizza
EVERY TUESDAY
$1.95
stnall cheese pizza
EVERY WEDNESDA Y
$4.00

,l
V

THE
CHOICE
IS YOURS

A drive in the country
Basketball
Chess
Dancing
Earning money
Feeding ducks
Getting an A (or B)
Hackey sack
Impulse buying
Jump rope
Kite flying
Lacrosse
,~~ilillifl".-=== Making love
Nintendo
One-stepping
· Pingpong
Quahog digging
Riding
Snorkling
Tennis

large cheese pizza + free drink
THINK SAFE ON BREAK

Unwrapping a present
Volleyball
Wrapping a present
Xylography
Yodeling
Ziti eating

in the

I
■

apply today for:
business manager
office manager
publicity director

arts & lecture director
films director
production director

Applications available in room 148, MUB
DueMarch5
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J)R1HfwoRKs

If you would
like to place
a personal
stop by Rm.
1108, MUB

•
•
•
•

C ustom T -Shirts & Imprinted Sportswea r
Promotiona l A dve rtis ing
Phone
Full-Color Broc hures
Portsmouth
Signs & Banne rs

431~8319

Autumn Pond Park, Route 101, Greenland, NH 03840

- 862-1323
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American Express
Announces A Great New
Travel Program.
Now students can get the Card
and get 3roundtrips on Continental
Airlines, for only $129 or $189 each.
There's only one way to cover a lot of territory without spending
a lot of money. And that's by getting the American Express® Card.
It's the only card that offers an exciting new travel program
exclusively for students-including three roundtrip certificates on
Continental Airlines.
Just look at the map and pick the place youtl like
to visit. If it's on your side of the Mississippi River, you
can use a certificate to fly for only $129 roundtrip. Or,
you can cross the Mississippi for $189 roundtrip.
You have your pick of more than 150 cities in the

.

48 contiguous states. And you can fly almost anytime-because
there are no blackout dates. But you must make your reservations
within 14 days of the day you leave. And the maximum stay is
7 days/6 nights and must include a Saturday night.
In addition to this great travel program, you'll also enjoy all
the benefits of Cardmembership as well as other exclusive student
privileges. They include a quarterly magazine filled with informative articles on summer jobs, careers, campus life. Plus valuable
discounts from leading retailers.
But remember, there's only one way to get all this-and that's
by getting the American Express Card. Just call us (have your bank
address and account number on hand). What's more,
with our special student offer, it's easier to get the
Card now while you're still in school than it may
ever be again.
So get the Card. And get ready to cover new
territory on either side of our Great Continental Divide.

ilj

·-·:~/.w..(.(.(.(,((.(,:".(.r,:.'(.(~.(~-:,:,:,:~~,::.:::--:--:-~:::!".(-:',(0:::'-'!'.(.::::::::~::~::::-::'

Membership Has Its Privileges®

.■=
AnAmenc:anE,rp.a~

CALL 1-800-942-AMEX

Ifyou're already a Cardmember, there's no need to call. Information about your certificates will be arrivinR soon

•

CONTINE~AL

·complete terms and conditions of this travel olfer will arrive with your certificates. Continental Airlines alone is responsible for fulfillment of this olfer. American Express assumes no liability for Continemal Airlines' performance. © 1991 American Express Travel Related Services Company. I~.
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March 4 at 7:00 P.M.
March 5 at 8:00 P.M.

at Paul Creative Arts Center,
RooniM108
for the

l

Paul Creative Arts Center
Unrversity of New Hampshire
Durham . New Hampshire 03824

~

~
l~

i
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~ Applications for
Assitant Business
Manager
for the Student Senate
being accepted

~production of the musical comedy,

~
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Auditions are open to all students.
:+:
Vve need performers, musicians, and
...
technicians. Please come prepared with a
·
short song or short story.

1

:._

This is your chance to be in the spotlight!

Pick one up in the MUB
_
Room 130 at the
~
Student Senate Office

W

Return to Corinne Moore in the Senate Office

GOT THE MID-SEMESTER BLUES?

SCOPE presents

!.Rfiytlim and 'B{ues
Friday, March 29
8PM MUBPUB
$4 SAFO students

$7 General public
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Housing Deposits Due

G O L D

All eligible students planning to live
. on campus for the 1991-92 academic
year must pay their $200 housing
deposit and sign their housing
agreement on Thursday, March 7,
Friday, March 8, Monday, March 11,
or Tuesday, March 12.
The deposit process will be held at
Stoke Hall Main Lounge.

Buy your 14K gold Balfour ring now and get the finest 14K
gold quality at $60 savihgs. But huny - this special savings
gold rush is for a limited time only.

Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday
March 6, 7, 8

10:00a.m. - 3:00p.m., MUB

Ill I

VISA

Deposit required

STUDE NT
TOWN COUNC IL
REPRE SENTA TIVE
ELECT IONS
STUDENT VOICE ON THE DURHAM TOWN COUNCIL
.,/ DURHAM ZONING DECISIONS
.,/ TOWN ORDINANCES
. /POLICE SERVICES

.

. .,/TOWN/GOWN RELATIONS
.,/STUDENT VOTER REGISTRATION

TUESDAY
MARCH 5, 1991

.POLLS LOCATED AT:
MUB, Library, Kingsbury, McConnell,
Stoke, Philbrook, Stillings & Huddleston

I
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UNH: The year 2000
Mary Acceptance, UNH senior,
walked along Main Street of Durham, NH.
She cursed the sharp cold wind and slung
her backpack across her shoulder. She was
late and rushed to make her appointment.
The skyscraper of the Almighty Billing Hall loomed before her. Mary quickly
checked her pocket when she joined the line
in the foyer. Yes, thank goodness, it was all
still there. Today was the day all students
had to pay their bi-quarterly rescission fee.
Mary knew the $800 dollar surcharge would
mean she couldn't pay off her student loan,
but at least the line was short enough to
guarantee only a two hour wait. Besides, the
administration had promised a speak-out
later that afternoon where they would explain how the money would fund many new
student programs.
After paying her bill, Mary hurried
off to her General English 602 class. She had
wanted to be an English Teaching major, but

the program had been cut in 1991 when the
Holy Allocation Task Group decided that
the major wasn't cost-efficient. She settled in
her seat in front of the ITV monitor screen,
noticing that the other 325 students in the
room were already taking notes. Today the
class was being taught by a prof at Keene
State College. Mary thanked her lucky stars
that Judd Gregg had just been elected to his
seventh term and had promised no more
tuition hikes.
After class, Mary picked up a copy of
t~e college newspaper, The Administrative
Advocate, and checked out the top stories.
She noticed with interest that the Campus
Crime Crusaders had reported there had
been absolutely no crime on campus for the
past two months. Mary was also pleased to
see that recently the President's staff and all
the Chancellors in USNH system were
granted a $20,000 pay increase. She knew
these people were being paid top-dollar to

vastly weakeropponent and one
he had himself protected and
supported for years. The fawning mass-media are, once again,
mightily impressed with the destruction of a small nation. It is

;~.. ,t-;.,. ,~-.o. .,~.,., ;-;.,. ,;;:=·~=:~=:=r=;~=;~=~=~~=;=~'
·~'"-·"·-~~'"-~~~~.~:I
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Save
Fireside
To the Editor:
We have just been informed that due to financial
constraints, the funding for the
Fireside program has been cut.
In an effort to convince the administration that Fireside is
worthwhile program and an
asset to the UNH Community,
we arerequestingthe help of the
people who have participated
in the Fireside Experience. If you
have been on a Fireside trip in
the past and believe that opportunities similar to yours should
be available for UNH students,
faculty and staff in the future,
it's important that you let the
administration know.
Since 1979, Fireside has
offered vigorous outdoor learning adventures to the UNHcommunity. In addition to being a
non-alcoholic weekend option
and a relaxing getaway, these
trips have served to stimulate
individuals to take. more risks,
to try harder, to open up, to

challenge themselves and to
realize that learning can take
place outside the four walls of a
classroom.
The administration be~

~~~~t~ii~~[~i~

insure she would get a good education.
Mary needed to check some books
out of the library, and upon entering the
building, gave her computerized access code
to the robot behind the front desk. She still
hadn't gotten used to the fact that all student
employees had been eliminated from the
library staff, but hey, she was for anything
that was more cost-efficient.
Mary now made some tracks to get to
her part-time job in Portsmouth. She hitchhiked in the dark along Route 4 (the last
shuttle was at 2 pm) to get her car at the
parking garage on the newly leveled College Woods Plain. She noticed that the newest
student housing complex, UAC South West,
was almost complete. She liked the way the
brilliant campus planners had stategically
nestled the buildings between two cow barns.
And as Mary Acceptance, UNH junior, drove off campus, another day settled on
a well-financed oasis of higher:--learning.

supplies and nuclear power debate. In the words of the jourplants, to use napalm as an as- nalist Diana Johnstone, ''This is a
phyxiating chemical weapon (as war for war's sake, to prove that

news rnp-vrters suggest it was war works, that

WaI

is the fti~

used) and to slaughter fleeing ture". Mr. Bush thinks he has just
troops after their government has proven that war works, let's not
allow him to make it our future.

Eff~~i~~'.~~~;
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side. It is our mission to educate
the administration to the fact that

avoided a nd settle~ent ~eached
befor~ so many died m Ira~,
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No Future

Wars
To the Editor:
Mr. Bush has now had
his second war in just over two
years. In each case, he chose a

of warfare and work to restore
moralit and ·ustice to the ublic
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Many of us oppose this

(and the next) war against the
Third World on grounds o f
moral principle. It is wrong (and
illegal) to bomb civilian water

Gail Robertson
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Terri Danisevich
BlaiseT. Masse
Mike Pamham

Fiona Strater
Don Taylor
Pete Welburn
Tomson Weston
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Michelle Page
Mike Willerer
Cristen Williams
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Lasting Peace?
'By 'Iimotfiy Lippo{d

The New Hampshire regrets that in
the 3/1 issue Timothy Lippold was
incorrectly named as the author of
the article that appeared under the
title Lasting Peace. The text of the
article was by Ben Rice and appears
in today's issue on page 21, titled
The Gulf War. The article does not
in any way reflect the views and
opinions of Mr. Lippold. Mr.
Lippold's article appears in its
correct form to the right. We
apologize for any inconvenience this
error has caused either author.
Sincerely,

Steve Klett, Forum Editor

DON"T
DRINK
AND
DRIVE!

A Public Service Message From

THE NEW HAMPSHIRE

Kuwait has been liberated by force
and Bush has again tried to prove that he is
not a wimp. Now let us see if he can show
understanding as well. It is obvious that he
has steered this country towards war from
the very beginning. On top of this, our objectives have been constantly changing, with
each plunging us deeper into war.
There were many peaceful or less
violent means to expell Iraq from Kuwait
that were not used. The economic sanctions
that were designed to last for at least one year
were given only five months.
We gave up on peaceful solution
and launched the immense air war. There
can be no question that the bombing was
hurting the Iraqi troops. With their supply
lines cut and their positions constantly
bombed, they were near defeat. Even still, a
ground war was planned.
What about diplomatic efforts before and after January 15th? Well, if demanding everything and giving nothing is diplomacy, then we did a lot of it. The Soviet peace
proposal contained conditions that we did
not agree with, but we did not even try to
bargain with it! They asked for a cease-fire in
order to pull out. Our response was that they
might use the time to rebuild and supply.
Could we not monitor them? Instead., Bush
launched a ground war that killed thousands unnecessarily and further devastated
Kuwait and Iraq.
During the ground war, U.S. troops
prevented Iraqi troops from retreating to
Baghdad. We declared that any armed retreating troops are legitimate targets. "Sorry"
we said, "the war goes on". Roads packed
with the retreating troops were easy targets
for allied planes loaded with cluster bombs.
Should we not have said: "Sorry, the slaughter goes on"?
Maybe none of these solutions
would have worked. Maybe war was inevitable in this situation. The fact that these
more peaceful solutions were not tried, and
that we rushed to use violence shows what
kind of hawk we have as a leader. We as
Americans must question what the president is doing and what he plans to do. Do
you ever question Mr. Bush, or do you blindly
support whatever he does? Do you really
believe all of his rhetoric?
Put yourself in the Iraqi's place.
How would you fell if you were being
bombed by a superior force? Do you realize
how many Iraqis we killed? How does people
dying needlessly make you feel?
What about Saddam, do we covertly support his assassination? Do we try his
as a war criminal? Are we not also guilty of
many atrocities? Oh I forgot, God is on our
side and the victors make the rules. Do we
implement a new government that will be
friendly to us? Are we justified inanyof this?
Is this not pushing our Western ideals on
them?
So much of it comes down to the
fact that only the disappearance of Saddam
Hussein from power, or from the face of the
Earth, is only part of any solution. During
this whole thing, Bush has blamed Saddam
for everything. Granted Saddam is a real bastard, but he is only the symptom of a larger
disease. Most dictators come to power because there is much despair and frustration.
Will the ousting of Saddam be a long-term

solution? If the defense still exists, will n~t
more symptoms pop up?
Do we force all of the resolutions
no matter how much more they cripple
Iraq? What about reparations? If Iraq has to
pay reparations should we not also? One of
the reasons Bush rejected the Soviet plan
was because it nullified many resolutions,
including continued embargoes and reparations. Do we force a devastated country
that was in debt before the war to pay? We
have devastated Iraq more than most of us
realize. Our bombs not only hit troops, but
power plants, oil refineries, sewage plants
and many others that had civilian purposes
as well. The damage we have already done
will take billions of dollars and years of
work to repair. Do we now want to add
even more?
Remember what happened after
WWI with the defeat of Germany. The victors took revenge on the devastated country each seeking gains for themselves. This
caused an incredible amount of resentment
among the German people, and was part of
the chain of events that allowed Hitler to
come to power. Do we want to repeat a
similar mistake?
Or, do we just pack up and leave?
Our job is done, we laid waste to Iraq, who
cares what happens next. Is this what we
should do? Or do we leave troops in the
area permanently to act as police force? Or
do we just supply friendly countries with
endless weapons? Why not let them kill
each other? It sure would help our economy as long as we still get our oil.
Instead, we must attempt to steer
the area towards stability and lasting peace.
So far, we have barely done any of this. It
seems that Israel is bent on revenge, as is
Kuwait. We have refused to address the
Palestinian issue and other issues that are
such a part of the overall problem. On top of
much popular
this, our attack has caused
1
Arab resentment.
For there to be peace, we must
promote understanding, and we have not
done this at all. We have refused to even
attempt to understand these people. Instead of trying, we find it easier to hate and
kill them. We must seek long term solutions
instead of short term. Not to do so would
mean that thousands died for selfish political reasons.
With the disintegration of the
Soviet Union, the United States is unquestionably the only superpower. We have the
capacity to cause much destruction, or to
really build. This applies not only to the
Middle East, but to the entire world. So far,
we have shown our willingness to destroy
and kill. What does this say about Bush's
New World Order? We have been fighting
for peace, which is like raping for virginity.
Instead of promoting understanding, we
have tried to force our views on others.
Instead of negotiating, we have demanded.
Instead of being merciful, we have been
ruthless. Whatkindofexampleareweshowing the world?

Timothy Lippold
is ajunior
history major.
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admission tickets to expand/renovate Snively
would probably take 100
years. I don't think a stadium like the one at BC
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Continued
from pg.18

A Wrong
Accusation
To the Editor:
We all know the alcohol
policy at UNH has become very
strict in the past two semesters.
We also know most people are not
happy about it. There is a case
going on in a dorm where the alcohol policy has gone too far. Students rights are being violated.
Two women are being "recommended for eviction" for a party
they did not have. However, the
R.A.'s have circumstantial evidence against them. The students
are being accused of playing quarters, clanking bottles, taking too
much time to answer the door
when the R.A.' s knocked, hiding
alcohol, and having a messy rug.
The two women and one
man were in their beds when the
R.A.'s knocked on the door. They
did not know it was them until
one R.A. demanded the women to
open the door. There were no
quarters. There were, however,
empty bottles in the room, but
they had been there for days. An
unopened beer was on a filing
cabinet. It was owned by the man
in the room who was twenty-one.
The rug was messy due to the
granola the women were eating
earlier. There was noise coming
form the room when the residents
returned from a party, however,
the rest of the floor was up and
about also. The Hall Director heard
both sides of the story, and even
admitting she believed the women
of their statement, she still recommended eviction. There was party,
and no open alcohol. Just accusation.
Students work hard to
get here and many are financially
in trouble. Losing two-thousand
dollars for housing hurts, and
spending more money to get an
apartment after eviction is almost
impossible. Hall Directors and
R.A.'s need to have solid proof
before convicting their residence
of violating the alcohol policy. Two
lives are being turned inside out
because of false accusations. If the
administration continues to evict
students on circumstantial evidence, the violation of students'
rights could eventually effect
everyone.
Kristen Lary

Sanborn
Supports
SELF
To the Editor:
I'd like to comment on
the editorial in the February 26
edition of The New Hampshire.
SELF Program has my
support. Those students and staff
who have been involved in the
development of the program
have known this since I originally endorsed the concept.
However, when 12 students respond to a program which was
predicted to completely occupy
a residence hall of 120 individuals, it is my responsibility to ask
appropriate staff and students to
further evaluate the program as
conceived and explore alternatives before a final decision is
made.
I feel it is reasonable to
expect a member of The New
Hampshire editorial staff or a
reporter to at least speak to me
before such an editorial is written. However, such a courtesy
was not granted.
J. Gregg Sanborn

Be
Realistic
To the Editor:
This letter is in response
to a letter written by Chris Beliveau.
I didn't have a problem
with the entire letter, just the part
about students with athletic passes
not being admitted to the hockey
game against Maine.
How can the Athletic
Department ensure every student
with a pass a seat in every hockey
game? Snively, Arena only holds
3,530 people. If every student at
UNH had an athletic pass, 11,000
people would want to get into the
game.
Do you suggest that they
play the game three times so everyone can have a fair chance to
see it? Come on. You knew it
would be crowded, so you should
have been there earlier.
By the way, Conte Forum at Boston College holds 7,884
people, far few~r than the 14,448
that can be held at the Boston
Garden. The enrollment at BC is
9,154, almost 2,000 students short
of the enrollment at UNH.
For UNH to gain enough
money through the sale of general

Rob Heenan

Bikers
Be More
Courteous
To the Editor:
With the warmer
weather and the coming of spring,
many of us are bringing our
mountain bicycles out and aching to get on the trails. Already
though, I have seem many cases
of irresponsible riding and damage to our University environment. You may not realize it, but
you are a reflection of the sport
when you ride, even around
campus. When you ride your
mountain bicycle this spring,
please ride responsibly.
On campus stay on the
paved paths. Just look around
campus at the mud patches created when shortcuts are taken.
Yield to pedestrians. They were
here first and therefore deserve to
be shown respect. Let people
know you are coming up behind
them. Say something like, "Coming up on your left, excuse me."
Most importantly, k,eep your bicycle under control and at a safe
speed. Just one bad accident could
have immediate and irreversible
effects for all bicyclists.
On trails in the surround
area, follow the International
Mountain Bicycle Association's
"Rules of the Trail". Only ride on
open trails. It is tempting to ride
in college woods, but that type of
behavior only portrays irresponsibility. Leave as little trace as
possible. Practice "soft cycling"
bynotridingon wet,muddytrails
that you will put ruts in. Once
again keep your bicycle under
control and at safe speeds. Always yield the trail to other users.
Finally plan your needs ahead of
time.
By following these few
simple rules our cam pus can
remain as beautiful as we saw it
in the brochures. You will also
help promote mountain bicycling
as a respon~ible sport and have a
great time being fuel efficient.
I am simply a concerned
mountain bicyclist who believe
this had to be said. If you want to
learn more about responsible riding contact me, Rad Nichols, 8682022.

An Expert
Opinion
To the Editor:
At the risk of offending
my friends at TNH, and at the
risk of turning into one of those
people who does nothing but
write Letters To the Editor, I must
comment on Friday, February
22' s "On the Spot" and "On the
Spot" in general.
Pathetic.
ldon'tknowwhich was
worse; the inane question ('What
does Saddam Hussein have in
common with the average UNH
student?") or the brainless responses form "average UNH
students." If these are "average"
UNH students, I would hate to
see the below average ones; they
probably can't write their name
in the sand with a stick. I think it
would be giving both editors and
the participants too much credit
to call this jingoism; that implies
they had actually thought about
the issue. Jingoism is what The
Union Leader practices, and I
think even Nackey Loeb would

blush to run something so utterly
.b raindead as "On the Spot." I truly
felt ashamed to be associated with
UNH as a school or TNH as a
paper if neither can do better than
this.
I have always felt that
"On the Spot" was a waste of space,
even when ittook up only half the
absurd full page it currently fills.
This year has already seen the
elimination of LAPHOS and
"Random Writings" - after all, we
wouldn't want anything creative
in TNH, right? - so why not deep
six "On the Spot?" Or rename it
more accurately: perhaps "The
Cretin Page?" Obviously there is
no desire to use it, God forbid, to
address real issues, and even if
such an attempt were made I doubt
if "the average UNH student"
could muster up the grey matter
to answer coherently. Perhaps the
space could be put to better use,
somehow. A full page of "Hacks
Hall" maybe? Nah, too wacky, but
please stop insulting the intelligence of TNH readers with this
crap.
On the positive side,
congrats to J. W. Morss for actually
writing a negative review and for
a job well done on the Winwood
retro.
Marc A. Mamigonian
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der, the total violation of the nation of
Kuwait in every sense. I imagine what they
would do in Saudi Arabia if we were not
there. Your friend heard how lousy they
treat women in Saudi Arabia? Perhaps she
would approve of how the Iraqi troops
have been treating Kuwaiti women. Maybe
she would like Saudi Arabia better if the
Iraqis came in. Certainly the Iraqis are
human beings too. However, they are bearing arms against others without provocation. One must draw the line somewhere.
I am a pacifist, but I am a pacifist
who knows that when all other options
ernment. I see an evil despot who uses have run out, it is time to fight. There are
poison gas against his own civilians, crushes · some things worth fighting for. It is all well
the slightest dissent and executes anyone and good to say we shouldn't be fighting
who displeases him. Saddam has held civil- wars when we have so many problems at
ians hostage, threatened mass terrorism home, but isolationism works even less now
against any country who opposes him and than it did in the World Wars. While our
changed his tune about Kuwait, and his nation "Hung tough, refusing to give in to
reasons for invading it countless times. He the temptation to go to war," Saddam would
is a madman, with no regard for his people, add "provinces" and work his way ever
who will do or say anything to accomplish closer to obtaining nuclear weapons. By
his ends. Unfortunately, this madman that time we would be fighting a far more
commands a million man army. This is why powerful Iraq, perhaps even other countries that had turned into "provinces" as
we must oppose him.
I do not see a "Pissing contest" be- well. No✓ the time to fight Iraq is now, when
tween Saddam Hussein and our President, we can do it with world support early on. It
with our peoples caught in the middle. I see is fine to say we renounce war, but unless
100,000 Iraqis in the streets of Baghdad, everyone around the world does also, it
screaming ''Death to America!" I don't see means nothing. There will always be someIraqi soldiers as simply husbands, sons and one around who is willing to use force to
brothers. I see them as tank drivers, infan- gain his ends.
· In ''The Terrorist Nation", the
try and airmen. I see what they have done
author
talks
of our ''Technological War"
in Kuwait. The rape, the looting, the mur-
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The Gulf War
13y 13en !}(ice
The article that follows is partly
my thoughts on the Gulf War, and partly a
response to the article "Terrorist Nation,"
which appeared on the Forum page in the
February 19th issue of The New Hampshire.
I don't understand exactly what
the point of that letter was. I think it was to
portray our country as a vile, bullying nation, reveling in our own perceived importance in the world order. Well, that maybe
how that person see' s our nation's role in
the Gulf War, but I see it in a different light.
I do not see us bullying a tiny,
weaker nation. I see us liberating Kuwait, a
sovereign nation with a right to self-determination, which has been invaded by a
powerful neighbor, unprovoked. Kuwait
has always been our friend, how can we
turn our backs? I do not see Saddam as a
noble Arab leader, uniting the peoples of
the region under a just and benevolent gov-
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with apparent contempt. Every war is a
technological war. No sane person would
put themselves in more danger than need
be. Would you have us fight "fairly", giving
Iraqi soldiers more of a chance to kill our
troops? Perhaps we should use WWI biplanes and ignore our satellite photos. No
fair peeking right? Without our high-tech
pinpoint bombing, we would not be able to
be so selective in out targets. This translates
into more civilian casualties.
It is truly unfortunate that we have
to fight the Iraqis. But remember that we are
fighting the biggest army in the Gulf Region, and the fifth-largest in the world. Our
beef is indeed with Saddam. It may be that
his troops are unwilling draftees, but they
do fight for him regardless. It is they who
brutalize Kuwait. Remember, these are the
same sons and brothers who unleashed
poison gas on their own countrymen when
ordered to by Saddam. These are not innocents that we are bombing.
The time is past for negotiations.
Saddam can end the war now if he will only
pull out and com ply with the security council resolutions. And he will pull out, one
way or another. Of that you can pe assured.
I support the President, our troops and my
country, proudly, for making the difficult
and painful, but correct decision to fight
Iraq. I su pportthe war also, but not proudly.
There is nothing in war to be proud of.

Ben Rice is a sophomore
electrical engineering major.

Support Local School Budget
13y .9Lndrew Merton
(fhe Campus Journal declined to
publish this piece because, according to the
editor, the fate of the local public schools 1)
only "indirectIy" affects the university community, and 2) in any case, is not a "campus
issue." With all due respect, I suggest that
the quality of the local schools directly affects all UNH employees who are parents
and who live in Durham, Lee, and Madbury,
as well as the department heads who are
concerned about their ability to recruit top
candidates to work at UNH; it therefore
constitutes a "campus issue" in all but the
narrowest sense.)
Tomorrow, March 6, the voters of
Durham, Lee, and Madbury will determine
the 1991-92 budget for the schools of the
Oyster River School District. Essentially,
there are two choices. The first, recommended by the school board, would result
in a gross budget of $11,262,663-an increase of $266,859 (2.4 percent) over the
budget for the current school year. The
second, proposed by the Oyster River
Taxpayers Association, would result in a
gross budget of $10,861,383- or 1.2 LESS
than the current budget. The O.R.T.A.
budget is put forward in Article 18 of the
Warrant for the school district meeting.
Neither proposal is ideal. In terms
of current educational offerings in the
Oyster River Schools, the Board's proposed
budget represents one step backwards; the
O.R.T.A. proposal represents three steps
backwards, off a cliff. What follows in a
brief summary of the consequences of each
proposal.
The School Board Proposal. Even
though the School Board's proposed budget
represents an increase over the current
budget, a decrease in state funding coupled

-Increase the pupil/teacher ratios at the Mast Way, Mohariment, and
Oyster River Middle Schools from the current 22.1 students per teacher to 23.4 students per teacher.
-Increase the pupil/teacher ratio at the middle school from 23.8 students
per teacher to 25.1 students per teacher.
-Eliminate five teaching positions from the Oyster River High School.
-Eliminate Latin cJasses at the
high school and reduce offerings in English, Science, Social Studies, Math, and
Business. Courses for accelerated students
and slower-paced students would be cut
back.
However, the School Board's proposed budget retains current offerings art,
health, home economics, and music, and
increases offerings in industrial arts.
In addition, the School Board's proposed budget retains:
-Special education services, substance abuse counseling, and curriculum
extension for gifted/talented students;
-Student activities, including
athletics, drama, music, and student government;
-Current library services;
-Current school lunch programs
and prices.
-Current bus routines.

with a six percent inflation rate for 1990

by 55 students. A cut of two teaching posi-

-Reduce bus services to outlying

mean that services offered by the School
System will suffer. According to Supt.John
Powers, the budget would force the district
to:

tions would result in an increase in the
pupil/teacher ratio from the current 22.1 to
24.79;
Or:

areas (many bus stops for elementary school
students-including kindergartnerswould be eliminated. Students would be
clustered-that is, many students would

The O.R.T.A. proposal. According to Supt. Powers, the budget which would
result from the passage of Article 18 would
force the district to :
Either:
-Eliminate two elementary
school teaching positions. Elementary
school enrollment is expected to increase

-Eliminate "non-core" class offerings at the Middle School. classes most
likely to be cut include foreign languages
and physical education.
In addition, passage of Article 18
would force the district to:
-Make the same curriculum cuts
at the high school that are outlined above;
-Close the libraries at the elementary schools one day a week;
-Close the Middle School library
during lunch hours;
-Reduce after-school library
hours at the high school;
-Reduce library services available to all students;
-Eliminate all intramural and
interscholastic athletics from the high school
and middle school, including: varsity soccer, intramural soccer, basketball, ice
hockey, softball, baseball, track and field,
winter track, tennis, field hockey, volleyball, swimming, and cheerleading;
-Eliminate extracurricular activities including: all drama programs, all music
programs, environmental school at the elementary and middle schools, the high school
yearbook, and mathalon;
-Eliminate medical supervision
for nursing and health programs;
-Eliminate dental services for the
economically disadvantaged;
-Eliminate the part-time high
school substance abuse counselor;
-Eliminate extended curriculum
program for gifted and talented students;
-Eliminate bus service for elementary school students who are residents
of Canney Farms, the Faculty Road development, Little Hale are, and Lundy Lane
areas;

gather at central locations along the main
roads);
-Increase the price of school
lunch from $6.25 to $7.50 per week at the
elementary and middle schools, and from
$7.50 to $8.75 per week at the high school.
(A price increase for students who qualify
for reduced-price lunches may also be necessary.)
In terms of impact on property tax
bills, the difference between the two budgets is minimal (in Durham, for example, the
difference is less than nine cents per $1,000
of assessed valuation). In terms of their
impact on the children of the district, the
difference is critical. I urge all members of
the university community who are voters
in Durham, Lee, and Madbury to attend the
annual District meeting at the high school
March 6 at 7 p.m. to vote no on Article 18
and to support_the School Board's proposed
budget.
Voting will be held beginning at 5
p.m. that same day for School Board members for the following year. School Board
Member Dr. Lee Seidel, of Lee, was one of
the architects of the budget proposed by the
Board, and deserves re-election. In Durham, Iris Estabrook, who supports the
Board's budget, is running against retired
Air Force General Robert McCarthy, chairman of the Oyster River Taxpayers Association. In Madbury, the only candidate on
the ballot, retired Air Force Colonel David
Penniman, is a leader of the Oyster River
Taxpayers Association; voters who support the board's budget should consider
writing in the name of Ronald Tuveson and
place an "x" in the box next to it. (Voters
from all three towns may vote for one school
board member from each town.)

English Professor Andrew
Merton is head of Freshman
English.
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UNH Gives Its Answ er: The New
Ham pshir e/Mu sicsm ith Musi c Poll

Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Editor
The University of New Hampshire has spoken. In response to a music survey circulated several weeks ago, UNH students cast their votes for the best and worst in several q1tegories.
In this issue we are giving the results of the survey's first section. These results, focussing on student opinions of the music industry were tallied from a wide variety of responses.
In some cases the responses were suprising, in other cases very predictable. The important thing is that they are your responses. Hopefully next year we can fine tune the polling
process and receive even greater response. With no further delays, your choices for the best and worst of popular music in 1990.
The Best Band

Best Video

The Cure
The Replacements
Sonic Youth
Bon Jovi
Los Lobos

'Tick Tock"-The Vaughan
Brother
"Blaze of Glory"-Jon Bon Jovi
"Been Caught Stealin'"-Jane's
Addiction
'The Bart Man"-Bart Simpson
"Love Will Never Do Without
You"-Janet Jackson

The Best Album

Reading, Writing and ArithmaticThe Sundays

Family Style-The Vaughan
Brothers

Dr. Feelgood-Motley Crue
End of the Innocence-Don Henley
But Seriously ...-Phil Collins
Best Song
"Been Caught Stealing"-Jane's
Addiction
"Groove is in the Heart"-DeeLite
'Tick Tock"-The Vaughan
Brothers
'The Humpty Dance"-Digital
Underground
"Ice Ice Baby"-Vanilla Ice

Best Male Vocalist
Phil Collins
Chris Isaak
Paul Simon
George Michael
Jon BonJovi

Best Female Vocalist
Madonna
Mariah Carey
Kate Bush
Natalie Merchant
Janet Jackson

Best New Band
Faith No More
Black Crowes
The Sundays
Slaughter
Damn Yankees

Best Heavy Metal Band
Metallica
AC/DC
Aerosmith
Poison
Judas Priest

Best Rap Act
Public Enemy
MC Hammer
Digital Underground
keT

NWA
Best Dance Band
MC Hammer
Dee-Lite
C+C Music Factory
B52's
Bell Biv Devoe

5, 1991
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Roger McGuin n:
Byrd of Another Color
-By J.W. Morss
Arts Staff Reporter

So you want to be a rock
and roll star? Well, be prepared to
roll with the bad times as you try
to rock your way to good fortune.
Just ask James Roger McGuinn
who's taken the vicissitudes of
the music business all in stride for
almost thirty years. He's flown
"Eight Miles High" as leader of
60' s folk rockers the Byrds and
"Lost His Drivin' Wheel" as an
unsigned itinerant musician since
1977's Thunderbyrd. But Roger is
back, specifically Back From Rio,
with a work which recalls the best
of the Byrds: precision harmonies
and carefully etched 12-string
guitar.
Roger McGuinn has surrounded himself with a competent cast of musical celebrities on
Rio, including Elvis Costello, exByrds David Crosby and Chris
Hillman, former Eagle Timothy B.

Schmidt, halfofTom Petty's Heart- and a lyrical sequel to "Free
breakers including T.P. himself, Fallin"' where the vampire on
Jules Shear, and the pride of the Hollywood Boulevard is now the
Penn family, Michael. Instead of owner of the castle.
McGuinn himself sinks
sounding disjointed, Rio is a cohesive blend of incisive lyrics and his teeth into "Car Phone," an
intriguing arrangements, due in urgent rocker about characters
no small part to non-celebrities who use this modern amenity for
likeJohnJorgenson who.scribbles everything from getting news to
all too briefly his electric guitar ordering mafia hits. But
over ''The Trees Are All Gone" McGuinn's pen isn't always so
and adds some sympathetic man- poisonous: ''The Time Has Come"
is an optimistic tune about repairdolin to "Without Your Love."
But the celebrities do ing the damage to a relationship.
come through. The Costello- And although McGuinn didn't
penned ''You Bowed Down" is write the closer "If We Never Meet
quintessential Costello: an inscru- Again," some of the song's lines
tably bitter package wrapped in are clearly applicable to his life,
one of his signature melodies. Mr. especially "You can be what they
Eurythmic Dave Stewart helped made you into/ Or you can make
McGuinn write ''Your Love Is A your own luck." Luckily for us,
Gold Mine" which lists an impres- Roger McGuinn has picked up the
sive amount of gems in the lyrics- pieces from a fractured recording
obviously one of those two guys career and produced a soaring,
got an 'A' in Earth Science. But subtle work that only a ThunderRio's prime AOR cut is "King Of . byrd is capable of.
The Hill," co-written by Tom Petty
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Jesu s Jone s is hot, witho ut a doub t!

Philip Fujawa Jr.
Arts Edito·~···· ,'=·=·=·============:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:=:•:•:•:•:. . . .

'The point is to make music in
away that really works, not in a

aren't easily recognizable. That's
what sampling should be about,

music that is difficult to descH13'e:=·=·=·==:=:aif-¥rdilf:fo== = =a s=
, r,'·sainples which

ured acoustic guitar and gently

ficult to describe, is easy to listen

Eleve nth Drea m Day Lives to Tell
By Chris Camey
Arts Reporter
Eleventh Dream Day

c~''"ij~~~

-•cq

Lived to Tell
Eleventh Dream Day,
who enjoyed immense popularity
in their hometown of Chicago,
entered national college charts in
November of 1989 with their major label debut Beet. It remained
on the college charts for an amazing five months, peaking at number two.
The quartet of vocalist/
guitarist ~ck Rizzo, drummer/
vocalist Janet Beveridge Bean,
guitarist Baird Figi, · and bassist
Douglas McCombs has been together since 1983. Previous to Beet
they released a mini album and a
seperate full-length album entitled
"Prairie School Freakouts."
"Lived to Tell," their
second major label release oozes
with creativity but lacks the clumsiness of many new bands. Recorded in a barn in Kentucky,
Lived to Tell has the raw energy
which many over-produced al- Eleventh Dream Day

- w.

(Courtesy Photo)

........_

bums lack. Without overdubs,
Lived to Tell is probably a good
approximation of the bands live
sound.
The first single ''Rose of
Jericho" reminds the listener of
the the hard punching sound
popularized bythePixies. Unlike
the Pixies Bossonova, however
Lived to Tell will not dissapoint
fans of the band's earlier works.
Other strong tracks include the
guitar driven "Strung Up and/or
Out", the foreboding "There's This
Thing'' and the melodic "Daedalus" whish according to Janet,
"contains elements of allmynightmares: baseball, The Home Shopping Network ..."
Where Beet owed its
genesis to the husband and wife
team of Rick and Janet, Lived to
Tell is muck more of a group effort, each member having at least
one song to their credit.
Lived to Tell is an excellent follow-up to Beet and will
fulfill the expectations of previous
fans and gain the respect of many
more.
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-WHAT ARE YOU
GOING TO DO
THIS SUMMER?

COMPARE & SAVE
~ !!!~£~t!! !!
~~J

111111'

Mili::; AJu:ml In Uiwlil\:

::a ;:,: . . .

$69 95

·oooGE15PASSENGERVANs

~--...""..-rI III

•

■

, ;>

r

~,,~
Economy
~
--- - - only

-RENTAL RATESDaily
24.95
28.95
32.95
39.95
49.95
44.95
69.95
34.95

Economy
Mid Size
Fill Size
Station Wagons*
Mini Vans
Cargo Vans*
15 Passengers
Pickup Trucks*

WEEKEND STARTING
SPECIALS
AT

How about summer work that
gives you the opportunity to:

~ 24.95

cQ-_ -s/!

paraon par day)

'
_
i f '

per day
Weekly
159.95
179.95
199.95
249.95
·309_95
279.95
439.95
209.95

►

Make over $5,000

►

Gain valuable career expereince

►

Travel
Develop your resume.,

►

$59.95

RATES INCLUDE:
**18-20
Unlimited Mileage within New England

year olds--25% Surcharge Applies
Must have full Coverage Insurance
Pick Up & Delivery

*

t

*

All new 1990-1991 Fuel Efficient Models
We honor all major credit cards & cash.

SILi/ERST.

S'~

TUff'll<E

Located at
THE FRIENDSHIP 'INN
Silver Street & Spaulding Turnpike
{exit SE}
DOVER
742-2127

BUD

*some models slightly higher; rates subject to change.

SOUTHWESTERN

Dial 862-3554 any night from
3:00p.m. to Midnight and select the
_tape you wish to hear. The tapes run
about 6 minutes. If you have any
questions or just want to talk when the
tape is over, a Cool-Aid member will
come back on the linel

Our HOTLINE number is
862-2293

Ang er
I've been raped, what do I do? ... #315
Aquaintance Rape ... #319
Anorexia Nervosa and Bulimia ... $215
Dealing with and alcoholic parent. .. #479
Early signs of an alcohol problem ... #160
Responsible decisions about drinking ... #161
AIDS--Reducing the risks ... #225
AIDS--Symptoms and diagnosis ... #218
Herpes symptoms and diagnosis ... #209

Self

Improvement

Anxiety
Coping with stress ... #38
Coping with a·nxiety ... #30
Understanding
grief ... #85
Death and dying ... #84
How to handle fears ... #33
Conflict and mediation ... #312
Relaxation
exercises ... #37

Friendship

Time Management...#15
Self-Assertiveness ... #402
Standing by yourself. .. #1 0
Building self-esteemed confidence ... #35
Learning to accept yourself. .. #44
Becoming independen_t from parents ... #4 78
The value and use of self-talk ... #36
What is counseling and how do I use it? ... #61

and

Dating

Friendship building ... #1
Helping a friend ... #90
Dating skills ... #18
·infatuation or love? ... #70
Considerations in looking for

Dealing with anger ... #8
Fighting
constructively ... #5
Understanding and dealing with jealousy ... #9
Expressing negative thoughts and feelings ... #6
Dealing with constructive criticism ... #24

Depression
What is depression ... #431
How to deal with depression ... #432
How to deal with lonliness ... #32
Recognizing suicidal feelings in others ... #492

Se XU a/if y
Female

sex

roles ... #39

Female
homosexuality ... #20
a mate ... #71 Female orgasm problems ... #22
Male sex roles ... #40

Types of intimacy ... #3
Physical
intimacy ... #4
Coping with a broken relationship ... #83

Male
homosexuality ... #21
Dealing wi th impotence ... #23
Timing problems in male sexuality ... #24
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HACKS HALL
OKAY !1R. CAMPAIGN
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by Mike Peters

SA<wl...™15
£.OOKSl-tKe

FUN,

ITHINK 4lOUVE

ACROSS 42
1 Crazy
5 Wild party 44
10 Warlike one
45
14 College
letters
46
15 Jeweled
headdress
48
16 Abba of
Israel
17 Wasteland 49
51
18 Fur trader
of yore
53
19 Too
20 Gave
56
22 Expert
23 Ouechuan
24 Nobleman 61
26 Once around
62
the track
29 Ship's
63
platform
31 Sent
35 Discharges 64
65
37 Sleep
through the 66
67
winter
68
39 Swerve
69
40 Giant of
myth
41 Sea bird

Partners
(with)
Mountain
nymph
Office
workers
River in
Belgium
Draft
letters
Mediocre
Arrow
poison
Moved cautiously
Man of
propriety
Homeless
vagrant
Distance
runner
Frilly
stuff
God of love
Egg-shaped
To be: Fr.
Confined
Stupid
Hollow stem

. 6~51J CRASIN0
~O MA/J'r>

smercH UM05.

© 1990, Tribune Media Services

<C>

1991, Tribune Media Services

Solution from 3/1

DOWN
Place for
refuse
2 Acidity
3 Mass of ice
4 Foot bones
5 Posture
6 Ice cream
flavor
7 Appraise
8 Wearaway
9 Attention
10 Man in the
news
11 Having the
aptitude
12 Stinging
insect
13 Nautical
distance
21 Termini
22 Sandarac
tree
25 Prayer
ending
26 Blue denim
jeans
27 Plant like
the willow
28 Section
30 Certain
pool of
money

32 - and
penates
33 Lab burners
34 Legal
documents
36 Carry

38 Baskets
for babies
40 Fling
43 Sound like
an owl
44 Russian
city
47 Dinner
course
50 Diagonal
arch
52 Certain
fisherman
53 Fellow
54 Wherethe
Tiber flows
55 Black
57 Verve
58 Husband
or wife
59 Farm unit
60 Something
lacking
62 Fashionable
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Fast Fundraising program $1,000
in one week for your campus
organization . . Plus a chance at
$5,000 more!! This program
works. No investment needed.
Call 1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50.
SUMMER JOB OPPORTUNITIES: Camp Hawthorne is looking for Sailing and Wilderness
Canoeing instructors, general
Sports and Creative Arts counselors from June 30th-August
25th. We are a co-ed camp in
Raymond, Maine for children 716. Call Ron Furst at 207-4396511 or write Camp Hawthorne,
16 Emery Lane, Kittery, Maine
03904 or look for me at a table by
the MUB PUB on March 14th for
an interview.
Immediate Job Opening: Disabled person in search of personal care assistant for weekday
mornin~s. Pay $6.25 /hour. Job
consists of personal grooming,
meal preparation, house cleaning, for more info call 868-1986,
leave message.
Experienced person needed to
care for three children in our
North Hampton home. Live in or
out. References required. (603)964-9456.
Free Haircuts, perms, and colors,
men and women needed for
advanced hair designing classes.
Call Hair styles at 603-742-8817.
CASH FOR GOLD: old broken
necklaces, H.S. rings, etc. Progressive Gold Recycling will pay
immediate cash for your gold in
any form. To schedule an appointment with your local representative, call from any touch
tone phone 1(800)477-2437 then
enter 226-2163.
RAISE A THOU$AND IN A
WEEK. The fundraiser that's
working on 1,800 college campuses! Your campus group can
earnupto$1,000injustoneweek.
No investment needed. Be first
on your cam pu~. A FREE gift just
for calling. Call Now 1-800-7658472 Ext. 90.

,~
I
1

Flexible hours selling high-quality, guaranteed Earth Day Sponsor products (cleaners /laundry/
skincare/ nutrition). No inventor
required. 868-1062.
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Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera, Oldsmobile, brand new engine, new breaks
and tires, recently painted, AM/
FM stereo, A-C, inspected 1/91,
like new, great condition, $3,200
or best offer. Call 433-1975 after 5
p.m.
Weider lifting bench with leg extension, adjustable bar supports,
and incline. Barely used. 70 dollars takes it. Call 659-5030.
1985 Ford Escort Wagon -5 speed,
standard, 71kmiles, sunroof, AM/
FM radio. Price Negotiable. Call
868-.6863, please leave message.
New Location: AV AT AR Fine
Consignments, Finch Plaza,
Portsmouth Avenue, Exeter, New
Hampshire, Women's,Children's,
Prom, Bridal, Mens, Misc; Excellent quality at a fraction of the
cost. Hours: Tuesday - Saturday:
9:30-5:00, Thursday: 9:30-7:00.603778-7245.
For Sale: 1982 Chevette. 2 dr,
hatchback, 4 spd, AC, stereo, high
miles-low rust, $700/negotiable.
Call Deb 749-3313 (leave message).
1984 Audi 4000s, clean, needs
nothing, air, P-W, S-Roof, many
otheroptions, cheap at $1,900. Call
Don eves 749-4101.

Summer Rooms Available - Student house, 4 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room and 2 baths, plenty of
parking, 1 mile from T-Hall, Lease
and security deposit required. $200
per month, call after 6 p.m. 3322568. Ask for Elaine.
2 bedroom furnished house on
Great Bay in Durham to share with
male occupant. Washer/dryer.
$225/mo. 868-1818 or 868-2198.
Country home: 8 rooms plus selfcontained "mother-in-law'' apartment. Reduced from $400,000 to
$280,000. Atkinson, 362-4614,
message 868-5122.

;T-Shirts
I

-~

-

--

T~ ,

Fox Run Mall

Newington, NH
431-4355

Screenprinting
and
Embroidery
=l@B_l_til\1{&cJg]
Wearables - Buttons
Pens - Stickers - Etc.

.91.rtist on Staff

1970 Dodge Dart, new tires, radiator, muffler, battery, body good
condition, 101,000 miles, $400 or
B.O. 207-384-5836.

Increase muscle tone, reduce fat
after workouts; safely, scientifically. Natural food product from
#1 nutrition company; $-back
guarantee. 868-1062.

HOUSINGI
Durham - 3, 4 person units avail-

able. Walk to campus. Off-Street
parking. Heat and hot water included. Call Evelyn at 868-1632.

Hear Bob Norton, Aaron Krickstein, Steve Watson, and Amy
Dowd on WILDCHATS 4-6
TONIGHT on WUNH 91.3 FM.

Free room in Dover in exchange
for 20 hrs. of child-care per week.
Nice home, flexible hours 7493918.

See if your favorite sorority/ fraternity can win some money for
their philanthropy! GO TO THE
GREEK
FAMILY FEUD
MARCH 7th!

Dover-furnished clean, quiet and
sunny studio. Close to down town
and bus stop - includes utilities,
$425 a month, security deposit.
742-2594.
Teaching couple from Wisconsin
looking for apartment or house
in Durham to rent from June 15 Aug.15, 1991. Have 2 cats. Please
call (608) 845-9813 evenings.
3 bdrm Apt. central Ave Dover.
$205/moeach(3people) includes
all utilities. 1 yr. lease starts June
1. Call 749-3313.

IJJ:RVICES I
Typing - Call Dana, Stoke 520
(5833) for all typing needs. $1.25 /
page for spell/ grammar checked
professional reports, resumes,
labs, etc.
Reduce your phone bill! Switch
to MCI!! Call 659-5221 for more
details.

Summer Rooms Available - Student house, 4 bedrooms, kitchen,
living room and 2 baths, plenty of
parking, 1 mile from T-Hall, Lease
and security deposit required. $200
per month, call after 6 p.m. 3322568. Ask for Elaine.
Roommate(s) needed for 3 bdr. 2
bath house on quiet street in
Newmarket. $250/mo or less.
Cheap Utilities. Call 659-5221.
Mature, responsible female needed
to share large, attractive, 3-bdrm
apt. in Dover. $210 mo.+ 1 /3 utilities. On bus route. 749-6376.
Rent atthe Coops. Two, three, four,
and five person units available.

Have a say in bringing movies,
arts, and lectures to UNH! Join
MUSO today! Applications in
Rm. 148, MUB. Deadline March
5, 1991.
Black 1985 Cutlass Ciera, Oldsmobile, brand new engine, new
breaks and tires, recently
painted, AM/FM stereo, A-C,
inspected 1/91, like new, great
condition, $3,.200 or best offer.
Call 433-1975 after 5 p.m.
B.Y.O.S.G. - on Tuesday, March
Satl p.m.,repeatedon Wednesday, March 6 at 7 p.m., the folks
at TASK will teach you how _to
Build Your Own (really effective) Study Group. This could be
your ticket to an" A". Drop by or
call us at 862-3968.
No plans Saturday Night? Come
to the 2nd annual Jessie Doe Coffee House@ 7:00 p.m. Free food,
music, and admission.

PLANE TICKET - Boston to
Orlando - $100 Round Trip
Spring Break Week-Call Scott at
862-4148 Congreve Rm. 241.

Michael, I smiled when I remember when I saw you coming
through the door to meet me the
first time. You grinned at me
and ordered so softlytj.hat I asked
you to repeat your ord'er. I didn't
realize it then, but this was the
exact moment that I knew you
were the person that would order
Tune Melts for the rest of your
days. Ice House Delivers Again.
868-1146.

NH to SAN DIEGO for $70!!!
March 16th, ONE-WAY, male
only, stops in Newark and Minneapolis. Call Steve: 862-5581.

1 year anniversary celebration ...
come into JP' s eatery and register to win a $25 gift certificate.
Drawing on Wed. March 6.

HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for
$160 with AIRHITCH(r). (As
reported in NY Times & Let's
Go!) AIRHITCH(r) 212-8642000.

No Plans for Saturday Night.
Come to the 2nd Annual Jessie
Doe Coffee House at 7:00 p.m.
Free food, Free admission.

I JJl,TRAVEL I

'89 Mercury Tracer 2 door, pow.
strg and brakes, $4,500. Mint cond.
hatch back, auto trns, Call Dave
603-527-1017.
Motorcycle, 1%6 Honda model 90,
less than 6,000 miles. Needs battery. Take away with helmet $50.
Call 868-7378.

Walk to all campus facilities. Two
parking spaces per unit. Heat and
hot water included. Call Paul at
PJ Maguire Agency, 868-1262.

IPERSON~I
Summer College Work Study
applications will be available on
April 1st in the Financial Assistance Center, Stoke Hall.

Did you know that DHOP runs
pizza specials every Monday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday?!?
Check it out!.. 5 p.m.-close.
A MUST! GREEK FAMILY

FEUD - THURSDAY MARCH
7th AT 7pm IN THE GRANITE
ST A TE ROOM ONLY TWO
DOLLARS - FOR CHARITY!
Caribbean - only $189 for spring
break! Why freeze here when for
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Marc A. Mamigonian--What is
truly pathetic is that you are still
trying to use the newspaper to
inflate your fragile ego. Please cut
the crap. Get a job and get a life.

The Dynasty II
Chinese Restaurant
In..
The ~
beSt .
Dynasty Chinese
ood this

Just remember: "No problem is as
permanent as the solution."
Schnoogie: Remember that time
we ate at the Ice House Too? I
ordered the tuna sandwich and
promptly threwup in the parking
lot and all over your car. Can't
wait to go back.
Misha-Rememberthetimewegot
thrownoutofthecondoandslept
in the car because we didn't have
anymoney?Iwannadomorestuff
like that . Oh yeah, and I also want
a bunny. I love you.

(

Have a say in bringing moviE}s,
arts, and lectures to UNH! Join
MUSOtoday! Applications in Rm.
148,MUB.DeadlineMarch5,1991.
Summer College Work Study
applications will be available on
April 1st in the Financial Assistance Center, Stoke Hall.
Hey Carla! I'll meet you at the
Greek Family Feud on Thursday
Night - 7 p.m. Granite State Room
MUB. Two Dollars!
Hed, What's that perfume your
wearing. Could it be, lets see, Lady
Stetson, hmmm? Is that how you
pick up male sluts? With that new
figure of yours you won't need
any Lady Stetson! KA
Join MUSO Now ... Applications
available in Rm. 148~ MOB-Openings for fall semester.
What, you' re in a BAND? And
you're GOOD? Then send your
ORIGINAL demo by March 22 to
Metal Meltdown, 1 Central Street,
Dedham, Ma, 02026 for your
chance to qualify to compete LIVE.
Heavy metal ONLY. Details/ questions call 862-5847.
Tammy - I'm going to Greek
Family Feud - Buy your tickets at
Alpha Phi-Call862-4751 onlytw?
dollars before Thursday!
Join MUSO Now ... Applications
available in Rm.148, MOB-Openings for fall semester.
Alpha Phi Presents: Greek Family
Feud -Thurs. March 7th Granite
State Room MUB - 7 p.m. - only
two dollars - for charity!
Wanted: Papers on any law related topic.Juris Quaesitor is now
accepting papers. Please contact

·

I

BUFFET
ALL YOU CAN EAT!
Saturday & Sunday 12-2:30 p.m.
Monday & Tuesday Evenings 5-8:00 p.m.

;;,,,~=...;;;;;;..;;;~--,

YO COURT, Flat Bunny here.
Sorry about the phone cord. I
thought it was a snack. No one
ever calls me anyway. How come
you don't let me lick your nostrils
anymore? Don't you butter me?
Remember, Easter is coming! Love,
Jordan

-RestaurantMill Rd. Plaza

·~r@

AndreaIf only Carol had
taken your advice
she wouldn't have
been so uptight!
Poor Mike!
Love ya babeMissy

only $189 you can be lying in the
sun on the Caribbean or Mexican
coast for a week? SUNHITCH tm L--;;;;;;;;;.----------------=!."=-='-t!:=-~=--=•=-=e~=-=--=~=-==-=-!J!!-=•;..;;V.=-=!J!!-=!J!!;..;;!J!!=-=Jj-=!J!!;;,.;!.e.;;;;..=:.J:!..,;;;..
212-864-2000.
Paula at 868-6117.
SOMEPLAYTHEPIANO,SOME
THE GUITAR, SOME PLAY THE
RADIO. IF YOU DO ANY, COME
TO JESSIE DOES COFFEE HOUSE.
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Happy belated birthday Scott. You won't get any groovy presents
being so humble-although it is what I admire most in you. Let's have
a Moe's Picnic sometime soon. Love Rebecca.

FREE DELIVERY
for orders to go!

JoinMUSONow ... ApplicationsavailableinRm.148,MUB-Openings
for fall semester.

(in the Durham area)
5:00 PM to restaurant closing time. Sunday through
Saturday for orders of $10 or more.

Popsicles, bananas, pop-corn, corn break, Honey I love You! We have
a balanced diet. So why then are we always so tired?
COLLEGE $: There are billions available. Give us a call for free
information at no obligation to you. We guarantee at least six sources!
Scholarship Resource Group 1-800-540-3077\ 603-431-3070.

CALL
868-1200

HOURS:
Sunday: NOON • 10:30 pm,
Mon-Thurs 11:30am -10:30 pm,
Fri & Sat 11 :30am - 11 :30pm

I never understood why you enjoyed doing the dishes. Wow! You can
scrub my pots any day! Love those dish-panned hands. You're soak-- • -- -- - l
-- ---• - - - •
ing in it.
------------------ ---------------------------------.
If you've put in a picture personal this year we may
still have your pictures. Come pick them up at the
ad office. Room 110-B MUB.

1- - ♦

&

ALL IN ONEI
Project Safe Break presents the first annual...

-

Want to play in the 2nd Annual Jessie Doe Coffee
House on Saturday, March 9th. Call Chas or Steve
at 862-4365.

~Af~ !R~AK

NESN's Bob Norton, Ex-NFL star Steve Watson,
Ex-Tennis Star Aaron Krickstein, Gymnast Amy
Dowd-all on WILDCHATS 4-6 Tonight on WUNH!
Carol, congratualations on an awesome game and
FOUR INCREDIBLE YEARS of hockey. It probably was all the kiegling you've been doing that
helped you regain your incredible power on the ice,
not the breakfast.

' ~~ llCA~~ ~ARlY--,

Stu, hey sweetie. I'm psyched for all my gifts.

Thursday, March 14, 1991
8:00 - 11 :30 p.m.
Granite State Room MUB

Happy Belated Birthday to Rebecca Cain!!
Bri- Friday was certainly a night to remember.
We've never had such a flair for quarters. Be sure
you put Matt's party weekend on your agenda for
St. Patty's.
Love, Eileen.
Gus doesn't go-to the ice house, too. His legs don't
move, and he doesn't have a mouth. Get it straight.
Eileen Mal.-We are the best bowling team alive.
Prepare for battle on Thursday-No survivors.
Love, Eileen Mac.

♦-- ♦

biggest giveaway
the hottest rockin'
dance party

Dearest Schnoogie: The psychotic crew at the Ice
House loves to wait on other psychotics. Take off
the straight jacket and lets get down on some serious fudge. Love Dim-Wit. We Deliver 868-1146.
JP' s Eatery "1 year anniversary special" ... 99 cents
junior roast beef sandwich. 5pm - close. Register to
win a $25 gift certificate.

♦

•

~

~

~,! •

$2.00 admission at the door

a FREE Spring Break Trip for two to one of
America's sunniest and funnest resorts
Trip includes 5 nights accomodations, round
trip airfare and transportation to the airport.

b~

LUS, .. WERZ/07,/FM

~be-

~e/

MORE MUSIC ,. MORE VARIETY

Doug - Tu es un CA VO, CAVO, CAVO, IHO de
PUTO!

•
•

Don.'t Miss It!

•
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RECYCLE, from ,.

Apply to be Sports Editor for next year!!

page 12
paper. She said Stillings will deal
with their additional recyclables
in the near future. They plan to
follow an agenda similar to that
of the MUB in their efforts to fill
the recycling dumpsters outside,
she added.
So, let those conveniently placed recycling bins lure
you to take your recyclable items
a few steps closer to protecting
our environment and our future.

Food, Folks and Fun.
(and a little money too.)

....

Want to
cover
woinen's
lacrosse??
Stop by

Attention Graduating Seniors!

Learn German

Would you like
to be a teacher?

This Summer
atURI

June 23 - August 2, 1991
The Eleventh Annual German Summer School
of the Atlantic at the University of Rhode Island
In co-operation with the Goethe Institute Boston.

Start this summer.
We offer an intensive Secondary Education
Teacher Certification Program for College Graduates.

TNH. Ask
for
Glenn .....
or inaybe
Rob.

UNH
Athlete
ofthe

Week
presented
by:

HAYDEN
SPC)RTS
..,.

38 Main Street
Durham,NH
03824
Look for the
"Athlete of the Week"
every Tuesday, ONLY in

The New Hampshire!

Franklin Pierce College,
Rindge, New Hampshire

German will be the sole language of communication, and
German life and culture the heart of this six week residency
program of intensive language study.
You may earn up to nine undergraduate or graduate credits
while living in the beautiful surroundings of our country
campus, just minutes away from Rhode Island's magnificent
beaches and historic Newport.
This program is ideally suited for anyone wishing to enroll in
beginning, intermediate, or advanced German. Toke advantage
of this rare opportunity to participate in this total German
language experience.

Secondary Certification Areas:
Anthropology - Art* - Biology - English
French- History- Mathematics
Psychology - Sociology - Spanish

Contact:

*(Certification for Kindergarten - 12)

Certification can be completed with a summer of
. coursework and a semester of Student Teaching.

Dr.John Grandin and
Dr. Otto Domberg, Co-Directors
Dept. of Languages, URJ
Kingston, RI 02881
Or call: ( 401) 792-5911

~

ID) ..,

(800) 437-0048 or in NH (603) 899-4055

Name: Karen Akre
Sport: Women's Ice Hockey
Senior , Prince Albert, SK.
Karen paced the UNH women's ice •
hockey team to an unprecedented
fourth ECAC Championship over
the past weekend as she collected
two assists in an 8-0 semifinal
win over Harvard, and then
scored two goals, including the
game-winner in a 6-1 victory over
Northeastern in the
championship game. For her
efforts, Akre was named the Most
Valuable Player of the ECAC
Tournament. Karen was the
second leading scorer for the 19-3
Wildcats as she contributed 13
goals and 18 assists. Akre, an
assistant captain, finished her
career with 131 points.

Name: Jim Marcotte
Sport: Wrestling
Senior, Plaistow, NH
Jim won the Homer Barr Award
for the most career points in the
New England Championships. He
won his second straight New
England title, with a 6-4 overtime
victory over Seton Hall's Anthony
DiFlumeri in the 167 weight class.
Marcotte also led UNH to a second
place finish in the tournament at
BU. He will represent the Wildcats
at the NCAA Chamionships,
March 14-16 at Iowa.

I

Spend Fall
Semeste r on the

I

UNH LONDO N
PROGR AM!

Application deadline: April 15
To learn more, come to an

"Informatio n Session"
Thursday, March 7, 7:00 pm
1925 Roon1, Elliott Alun1ni Center

ALL ARE WELCOME!
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John Comer Photos
Assistant Captain Karen Akre, Captain Ellen Weinberg and Assistant Captain Carol Wr-=e=st=o=n=r=e=c=e1=·v=e=t=h=e====---------------.
ECAC Championship trophy.

CHAMPS, from page 1 - - - em) had some good shots," said
McCurdy, "Sometimes a couple
of shots in a buzz, but they
couldn't score."
UNH went to the locker
room-between periods with a 2-0
lead after a goal by Karen Akre.
Things started to get

nally connected on a rebound.
The Wildcats would
score two more by the period's
end on goals by "Sis" Johnson and
Akre. Johnson scored on a quick
backhander inside the post on
Guay's glove side. Akre scored on
a 2-on-1 as Dawn "The Rear~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ranger'' Harris slid a
pass across to Akre,
who put it in the net
behind Guay, who
couldn't swing over
fast enough to even
see the shot.
Akre was voted
Most Valuable Player
of the tournament by
the press. ''It's nice to
be a senior and especially come out with
.;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;..;.;;;;;;;;; a win," said Akre.
"We didn't want to beat them by
physical in the second period,
one goal, we wanted to show who
but UNH kept pressuring Norththe best team really is."
eastern. The 'Cats took a 3-0 lead
The third period brought
at 7:56 of the second period on a
for the Huskies as
the
heartache
goal by Dawn Thibodeau. ThiUNH put the crunch on. The debodeau stole the puck at the UNH
fense held Northeastern to only
blue line, broke away at center
six shots in the period. UNH
ice, and drilled the puck past
scored once more (Johnson) to put
Guay.
a cap on the game, but no one gave
Northeastern scored
up until the last second.
their only goal of the game midBye said she didn't think
waythrougb the 2nd period. The
the
game
was over until the last
Huskies sent a flurry of shots at
minute.
Whitten, and Northeastern fi-

"I think we
can take it the
next 2 years."

-Erin Whitten

The women's hockey team celebrates with seconds
remaining in their championship vioctory over NU.
"They could have come
backanytime,likewedidatProvidence," said Bye. "We were down
4-1 in the third period and came
back to win."
As the last seconds ticked
a way the UNH bench cleared as

the entire team swarmed in front
of the UNH goal.
"I think we can take it the
next 2 years," said Whitten. ''We
have a lot of depth. I had my mind
set when I came here. I wanted all
four."

This win makes UNH
back-to-back national champions,

and there are only good things to
look forward to.
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Where championships grow on trees
A Column
By Heather Grant
Sports Staff Reporter

ing day. The sweetness of victory
isn't new to the Lady 'Cats. They
have won the title for the past two
seasons and in 1986 and 1987.
The future looks nothing
but bright for the Wildcats. With
four potentially damaging lines,
this year's offense was one the
most balanced attack they've had
in years.
Tournament MVP went
to senior Karen Akre for two goals
and one assist in two games. It
was no surprise. In her four year
career, the assistant captain has
racked up 64 goals and 67 assists
for 131 points.
On several occasions
during the weekend, the trophy
was up for grabs, as last year's
MVP Karyn Bye nailed two goals
and an assist and rookie Sue Merz
netted a hat-trick against Harvard.
UNH Keeper Erin Whitten was
also a candidate as she turned
away 22 shots, sparking the win
over the Huskies.
To give credit where
credit is due, the crowd also played
a key role in the win. Over 700 fans
flocked to Snively for the Championship game, some clad in togas
and face paint, some not. Some
(John Comer photo) were loyal fans who hadn't missed
Molly Matthews tees up a shot in the championship game against NU.
a game all season and some had
hockey can cost you about two even know we had a women's game here since 1985) and last never heard of women's hockey
dollars, not including traveling hockeyteam!" or"Areweredand weekend was no exception. A 8--0 before. All that r~ally counted was
blowout of Harvard on Saturday that they were loud and that evenblack or blue and white?"
expenses.
For the UNH women's was only a warm-up for the 6-1 tually they will spread the word
Despite these factors,
there are always first time fans at team, a close game at Snively is slaughter of Northeastern in the that UNH really is the best.
lost a la off championship game the followSnively saying "Wow, I didn't rare (the haven't
_ _ _ ___._____._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __, r-~.:::::.:::::.:::;.:;:::;:;.:::::.:::;.:::;.:::::.:::::.:::;.:::::.:::::.:::::.:::::.:::;.:;:::.:::::.:::;.:::::.:;::~,.=;-"'

How many UNH teams
can boast a National Championship? These days, not many. Our
field hockey and women's lacrosse
teams have always been close, but
no other team dominates a sport
in the way that theUNH women's
hockeyteamdoes.Andonceagain,
they can claim the number one
spot.
Winning the ECAC title
is the equivalent to a National
Championship (there are no other
such Division I women's hockey
tournaments in the country), and
it looks like there won't be very
many challengers in the near future. The Ivy Leaguers don't have
what it takes, and apparently neither does Northeastern or Providence.
Granted, the total number of fans at anyone men's hockey
game probably beats the total
number of fans who have seen
them play all season, but the
women's hockey team leaves no
doubt in my mind. They are the
best, and once again they have the
hard ware to prove it.
The game is a little different (there is contact but no
checking) but these women skate
with skill that rivals any male
hockey player, and the action is
unbeatable, not to mention low
cost. If you play your cards right,
an entire season of women's
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' ' - - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - . . . _ __

Providence just too tough, 4-1
HOCKEY, from page 36
ime nobody walked in (on Mullahy). Weweren'ttakingenough
shots."
The 24 shots by UNH were
the fewest in the four games
against PC this season.
Levy kept UNH in the game
as Providence held a 27-17 shot
advantage through the first two
periods.
With PC leading 1--0 on a
fluke goal in the first period Levy
stopped Brian Ridolfi on a
breakaway among several outstanding saves.
The first goal, by Jeff Robison, came on a floater from the
point over the shoulder of UNH
freshman Bob Chebator.
"It was nothing," Umile
said. "It went flipping over Chebator. Levy never saw it. That
was a lousy goal. The third goal
was a lousy goal too."
Lousy goals or not Umile
and his team admit they were
out-played on Friday night. "Obviously they played a great
game," Umile said.
"Give them credit,"
Amodeo said. "They worked as
hard as we did."
Umile also gave credit to the
senior class of MacIntyre, Bellegarde, Winnes, Dean, Pat Morrison, Bruce MacDonald, and Matt
Trenovich.
Only the first four in that
group played on Friday.
''That is a great group,"

··•·•
•·,·.•,•
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Pat Madigan tries to slide a pass to Bob Creamer, but Frank Messina has other plans. (John Comer photo)

Umile said. "Especially the seniors, they went through a lot. I
think what they did brought the
program back to being a big-time
program."
The departing seniors were
part of a team that won just seven

games in their freshman year. They
won 12 as sophomores and 17 as
juniors, progressing by five wins
each year to the 22 of this season.
They truly symbolize the rebuilding of UNH hockey.
"It's hard to see it end like

this," said MacIntyre. "But you
have to move on. Hopefully these
guys can pick it up and have an
even better year next year."
"We're very optimistic for
next year," Amodeo said. "But it's
a tough one to swallow right now."
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Gymna sts roll Hartfor d hammer s hoop
over the Rams Wildcats at BU tonight for NAC playoffs
By Katie McGowan

Sports Staff Reporter
Over the weekend the Wildcat women took on URI. They
brought their spirit and enthusiasm with them which helped them
overtake the Rams with a final
score of 186.45.
UNH' s three all-arounds
were higher than URI' s. Lori Brady
and Karen Olsson tied for first
with a score of 37.9 and teammate
Nicole Mullins came in third with
a score of 36.8. Not surprisingly
the UNH women were victorious
in all four events.
UNH's Lori Brady did an excellent job on the vault and received a 9.6 immediately followed
by Olsson with a scoreof9.5 while
3rd place went to Earwin of URI.
According to UNH Coach
Gail Goodspeed, "Our vaulting
was good but not as good as it was
the previous weekend in North
Carolina."
Olsson who had continual
success during the meet earned a
9.7 on the bars for first place. Brady
and Amy Dowd tied for second
with a score of 9.55.
As for the balance beam, the
team has been performing very

well. Goodspeed said, "the work
on the beam was great! We hit six
for six. This was probably our
weakest event at the beginning of
the season but we have been
working harder than ever and it
has finally begun to pay off. This
has become our best event." Laura
Paredes took first with a score of
9.65 but injured her knee on her
dismount. Mullins was second
witha9.4and Bradytook3rd with
a 9.35. The final score for this event
was a 47.0 for UNH and a 44.2 for
URI.
On the floor exercise Olsson
was first with a 9.6 followed by
Brady with a 9 .4 while URI took
third with a 9.35. UNH' s total score
was a 46.3 while URI had a 45.5.
''The floor looked weak but
with this meet we had to get up
early and travel a distance before
the competition. Unfortunately,
the weakness showed up in this
particular event," Goodspeed said.
"We were out ahead during
the meet and it just wasn't as
competitive as some others have
been," said Goodspeed.
This Sunday the 'Cats
will be hosting long-time rival,
UMass in Lundholm Gymnasium
at 1 p.m.

Women 's hoop
at Hartfor d in
NAC playoff s
By Jen Merrifield

Sports Staff Reporter
After losing two close games,
the UNH women's basketball team
is heading into the first round of
the NAC playoffs as the underdog.
Last Thursday, the Wildcats
played their final home game of
the season against Arkansas State.
Before the game began, the team
and the fans said farewell and
wished the three graduating seniors, Michele Brusseau,Jen Casey,
and Julie Donlon, the best of luck.
The 'Cats battled the Lady
Indians straight to the end. UNH
was down by two points with 33
seconds left in the game, but they
were unable to get a basket. In the
last 30 seconds Arkansas' Sonja
Tate was fouled twice by UNH.
She sank 3 free throws, pushing
the Indians to a 70-65 win.
Tate was leading scorer
Thursday night with 19 points.
High scorers for the Wildcats were
Laura Seiden (15 points) and Julie
Donlon (14 points, 6 assists).
The ending wasn't much different Saturday afternoon in Hartford. UNH had the lead with less
than a minute on the clock, but
Hartford had two good shots in
that short time to send the game
into overtime. Playing the extra
minutes without starting point

guard Julie Donlon, who had
fouled out, the game ended in
favor of Hartford: 84-79.
"We didn't hit our free
throws. We shot 53% (from the
line) when we have an average of
over 70%," said UNH Coach Kathy
Sanborn.
Saturday's game was, however, a comeback for the Wildcats
who had lost to Hartford 62-44
when the teams played in Durham on January 26. ''The team
played well," said Sanborn, '1twas
like night and day since the last
time we played Hartford."
Sophomore Deb Russell had
an outstanding performance Saturday with 19 points and 11 rebounds.
Sanborn feels that her
team is definitely ready for the
NAC tournament, which begins
tonight. "Wehavegottoplaywith
a lot of intensity and get the rebounds. We have nothing to lose,
so we just need to give it our all
and give it our best," she said.
In NAC tournament play, 4th
seed Hartford will again host 5th
seed UNH at 7:30 tonight in the
first round of the playoffs.
Third seed Boston University
will take on 6th seed Northeastern
at home. Maine and Vermont, top
seeds respectively, received first
round byes.

By Rob Henderson

Sports Staff Reporter
The University of Hartford
Hawks won their third game in a
row and their eighth straight over
the Wildcats on Saturday. The
Hawks soared over the 'Cats, defeating them by a 19 point margin,
79-60. Earlier in the season, the
Hawks barely pulled out a victory
over the 'Cats, beating them 45-42.
"I think they didn't shoot the
ball as well the first time we played
them. They missed a lot of shots
and I think they lost a little bit of
their confidence," UNH coach Jim
Boylan said. ''Today they got the
ball inside a lot and got some quick
points early against our zone and
that hurt us and gave them some
momentum and confidence."
The Wildcats entered their last
regular season game hoping to
build up some momentum with a
win as they get ready for.the NAC
playoffs. But a 12-0Hawkrunearly
in the first half put a damper on the
'Cats' plans.
That, combined with another
very poor shooting performance
from the Wildcats, put them in a
quick hole, one from which they
could not dig themselves out.
The Wildcats have now completed their 27 game regular season schedule. In 26 of those games,
the 'Cats have shot less than 50%
from the field. And this game was
no different. UNH only shot 23.1 %
from the floor in the first half and
30.4% for the game, whereas the
Hawks shot over 56% for the contest.
"We thought it was important

for us to come out early and try to
be on top of them defensively and
I was happy with our effort," Hartford head coach Jack Phelan said.
"I think that obviously in the second half, New Hampshire came
back at us and did a very nice job.
They kind of took it to us for a
good part of the second half."
The Hawks barraged the
Wildcats with relentless offense
throughout the entire game. The
'Cats tied the game at 4 apiece on
a Bob Cummins layup from the
right side. But they soon found
themselves down by as much as
18 points, thanks to balanced scoring from the Hawks. UNH cut the
18 point deficit to 14 at halftime
trailing the Hawks 36-22.
Sophomore sensation Vin
Baker led the way for the Hawks
with 10 points and six rebounds in
the first half. Baker is second in the
NAC in scoring, averaging 19.9
ppg. He is third in the NAC in rebounding averaging just over 10
caroms per game. Ricardo Roderick pumped in eight points while
Ron Moye pitched in seven. Roderick pumped in eight points while
Ron Moye pitched in seven.
"With Vinny (Baker) inside,
it's hard for us to match up with
him without fouling out three or
four guys," Boylan said. "He got
on a roll and then when he gets
going it seems to open it up for a
lot of other people like Griffiths
and Ron (Moye)."
Jeff Carr nailed two threepointers to lead the Wildcats with
6 first half points. Guard Bob Cummins scored five points with James

Ben adding four. Eric Thielen, Matt
Neimeier and Pat Manor each had
two points at the break.
The second half was just as
ugly for the Wildcats as the first
half was. The Hawks quickly regained their 18 point lead with
just two minutes ticking off the
clock. The 'Cats did settle down
somewhat and battled to keep the
game close.
The Wildcats still had a glimmer of hope left after Carr hit a
three pointer to cut the Hawk lead
to nine. But that would be as close
as UNH would get. With just over
three minutes left in the contest,
the Hawks went on a 7-0 run that
sealed the game for them.
With just a few ticks remaining on the game clock, senior Russ
Bauters grabbed the ball on the
right side and went in for a twohanded dunk but the officials, who
were refereeing without the use of
the overhead scoreboard, said that
the final whistle had blown and
the basket was not allowed.
Baker was the game highscorer and rebounder with 20
pointsand 12rebounds.Moyewas
not far behind with 19 points while
Larry Griffiths and Jack Ayer had
14 and 11 points respectively.
Carr led the way for the 'Cats
scoring 16 points in 19 minutes of
play. Freshman standout Tommy
MacDonald had 11 while Cummins and John Perry each had
seven.
The Wildcats travel south to
take on the Boston University
Terriers tonight in first round action of the NAC playoffs.

Had ·to be said
A Column
By Rob Heenan
Sports Editor

• How about those Red
Sox? At least 110 wins this year.
At least. Late October will be

• The Patriots are keeping
their training camp at Bryant
College in Smithfield, R.I. Like
anyone cares where a 1-15 team
has training camp. When they
can score more than 10 points in
a game, call me.
The Sox will
score more
runs in a game
than the Pats
had points in a
game many
times this season.

This column needs a name
fun when they finally bring a
World Series title to Boston.
Prediction - Carlos "The Q"
Quintana will be traded before
the All-Star break and Mo
Vaughn will be the everyday
firstbaseman.
• John beat Patrick in the
battle of the McEnroe brothers
on Sunday in Chicago. The
highlight of the day was during
John'sserveonrnatch point. The
phone rang. John said, "If it's
my morn, tell her to wait."
McEnroe's father was at courtside and John told him to go tell
morn to wait. Not hilarious, just
kind of funny.

• Just think, all the UNH
Wildcat basketball team has to
do is win three straight games
and they're into the NCAA tournament and $250,000 will be
corning into the school. Imagine
a game between the 'Cats and
the Runnin' Rebels of UNLV.
Slight Edge - UNLV.

• Congratulations to
Durham's own Cathy O'Brien
for winning the Los Angeles
Marathon. New England continues to dominate everything
in L.A.

• At the IC4As in Princeton this weekend, Raghib ''The
Rocket" Ismail won the 55 meters with a time of 6.16 seconds.
Not far off of the world record.
Nottoo bad fora football player.
• Brett Hull scored his 70th
goal the other night. I think he
passes too much.
• The 76ers had their seven
game winning streak snapped
by Utah on Sunday. The were
gaining on the Celtics, too.
• CONGRATULATIONS
to the UNH women's ice hockey
team. Two straight ECAC titles
(weknowit'sthenationalchampionship, but we can't actually
call it that). The win was also
UNH's unprecedented fourth
ECACtitle. Thanks for the great
year and exciting hockey.
• Help me name this colurnn. I'm looking for a sports
term to call my column (They're
making me do it). Arty suggestions just drop them off in my
mailbox at TNH. Thanks.

7
~
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Wildc ats fall
short at PC
By Glenn Sabalewski
Sports Editor
One win away from a great
season.
That is what everyone was
saying in the dejected locker room
of the UNH hockey team after
they were bumped out of the
Hockey East quarterfinals in
Providence on Friday night.
The Wildcats were one win
away from a trip to the Boston
Garden for the HE semifinals. A
win over PC would probably have
also meant an NCAA tournament
bid, which would have been the
first for UNH since the winter of
1983.
"It was a real good season,"
said Dick Umile, UNH coach.
"The kids know it would have
been a great year if we got to the
Garden." A good year indeed.
Consider this:
The 'Cats end the year with a
record of 22-11-2, the first 20 win
season since 1983-84. Their 10-92 mark in HE is their best since
the league's formation. Home ice
for the playoffs was lost only
when it came down to the fourth
tie-breaker.
A large and loud UNH contingent was part of the 2,950 in
attendance.
The Friars, who were 1-1-1
in the regular season against
UNH, downed UNH with a convincing 4-1 decision, adding an
empty-net goal in the closing
seconds. PC played without their
second-leading scorer, Lyle

Wildgoose.
UNH, trailing 3-0 after two
periods, had several chances to
score but could only capitalize on
one. '1 think the bounce of the puck
went for them, but you have to
make your own bounces," said
seniorco-captainDavidMaclntyre,
after playing his final game in a
Wildcat uniform. "That goal at the
buzzer was unbelievable. On the
~
same token, we got our chances.
We can't blame the refs if we don't
score." ·
The "goal at the buzzer" came
with one second remaining in the
second period and PC leading, 2-0.
With the Friars on a power play
Brian McCarthy's shot from the
highslotwasstoppedbytheblocke r
of Jeff Levy (37 saves). The puck
popped up in the air. Mario Aube
picked up the puck when it landed
and scored just past Levy's right
skate at 19:59.
A furious UNHco-captainRiel
Bellegardeargued with referee Jim
Fitzgerald long after both teams
were in the locker room. 'The third
goal was a killer," Umile said.
"If we would've killed that one
(penalty) off we would've been
down only 2-0 going into the third
period and anything can happen," Riel Bellegarde tries to slip the puck under Providence goalie Brad Mullahy.
(John Comer photo)
said Domenic Amodeo, UNH juniorcenter. "Whenyou~redown3-0 the pad of PC goalie Brad Mullahy getting a pass from senior Kevin in the center zone. "We had our
it's an uphill battle."
(23 saves). Morrow, camped in Dean. That is the kind of night it chances, but we didn't execute,"
Umile said. 'They did a good job
Scott Morrow gave UNH a ray front, lit the lamp for his 11th goal wasforUNH.
UNH also had difficulty on checking us in the center zone.
of hope with a power play strike at of the year on the rebound.
11:00 of the final period. Frank
Morrow had nearly scored the power play (0 for 4 in the first Other than (Chris) Winnes one t
Messina fed Amodeo at the point. just a couple of minutes before two periods) and getting by the
Amodeo steamed a slap shot off when he hit the right post after excellent checking by Providence please see HOCKEY, page 34

Wrestlin g 2nd in N.E.; Marcott e in NCAAs
By Steve Lankier
Sports Staff Reporter
Sunday night, the 'Cats wrestling team returned from Boston
University with a trophy and a
167 lbs., New England Champion.
The trophy read: "1991 New England Championship Tournament:
Second Place". The award marked
the team's second place finish. The
New England champion was Jim
Marcotte.
·
For Marcotte, it was his second consecutive New England
championship victory, entitling
him a trip to Iowa March 14-16, to
wrestle in the NCAA finals. Marcotte defeated Anthony DiFlumeri
of Seton Hall 6-4 in overtime, to
capture the 167 lbs. title. The victory made him the recipient of the
coveted Homer Barr award given
to the wrestler with the most career points in New England.
The Wildcats compiled 75
points to place second behind
defending N .E. champion Boston The UNH wrestling team came in second at the New
Englands last weekend.
University. Although they only

(Anne Lilly photo)

brought home one champion, the
'Catsended upwith2second place
finishers and 4 third place finishers.
Sophomores Pete Moleski
and Brian Cone both came up just
short losing close matches in the
finals. Cone lost to Tom King of
BU in the 118 lbs. finals, 8-3, while
Pete Moleski fell to Kurt McHenry
of BU, 8-5 in the 126 lbs. finals.
Third place finishers were
Wes Decker at 126 lbs., Pat Catullo
at 134 lbs., Todd Burchard at 177
lbs., and Ken Pera at 190 lbs.
Decker won two a wards to
go along with his third place finish. He was the winner of the fastest fall award, pinning one opponent in 21 seconds, as well he received the award for the most falls
in the least time (two falls in 2:03).
Although the team had high
hopes for a New England title this
year, their second place finish was
outstanding. Now they will shift
their attention to Jim Marcotte and
his quest to be an All-American.

